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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the invention relate general to
memory architectures and specifically to memory chan-
nels between a memory controller and system memory.

BACKGROUD INFORMATION

[0002] In a memory architecture with a uniform or uni-
fied memory access, sometimes referred to as a unified
memory architecture (UMA), a processor and a graphic
controller share system memory to lower costs. Typically,
a UMA memory architecture may be optimized to handle
memory requests (read/write accesses) from the proc-
essor into the system memory. The typical UMA memory
architecture compromises the memory requests made
by the graphics controller. Today, graphics performance
has become more important to support three dimensions
(3D) as well as higher resolution.
[0003] In the typical UMA memory architecture, cache
memory uses a fixed sixty four (64) byte cache-line to
support memory requests made by both the processor
and memory requests made by the graphics controller.
A typical memory controller in a UMA memory architec-
ture has one or two memory channels. Each memory
channel shares all address lines in all address bus with
each memory module in order to perform read or write
accesses. The data bus in the typical memory channel
is typically sixty-four (64) bits wide so that eight (8) bytes
of contiguous data for a given address are accessed from
memory at the same time. The bits of the data bus may
be routed to memory modules in different ways depend-
ing upon the type of memory and memory size utilized.
[0004] While a processor typically uses all 64 bits of
contiguous data accessed from The memory, a graphics
controller typically may not. Much of the contiguous data
may be discarded when a graphics controller makes a
memory request in a UMA memory architecture. Thus,
the bandwidth of the memory channel may be inefficiently
used by memory requests issued by the graphics con-
troller in the typical UMA memory architecture.
[0005] US-A-5459842 describes a system for combin-
ing data from multiple CPU write requests via buffers and
using read-modify-write operations to write the combined
data to memory.
[0006] Aspects of the present invention are set out in
the appended independent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The features of the embodiments of the inven-
tion will become apparent from the following detailed de-
scription in which:

Figure 1A illustrates a block diagram of a typical com-
puter system in which embodiments of the invention

may be utilized.
Figure 1B illustrates a block diagram of a client-serv-
er system in which embodiments of the invention
may be utilized.
Figure 2A illustrates a block diagram of a first
processing unit in which embodiments of the inven-
tion may be utilized.
Figure 2B illustrates a block diagram of a second
processing unit in which embodiments of the inven-
tion may be utilized.
Figure 3A illustrates a high level block diagram of a
memory control block coupled to a pair of memory
channels each including four memory sub-channels.
Figure 3B illustrates a detailed block diagram of
memory controllers in a memory control block cou-
pled to cache memory and a pair of memory chan-
nels including a plurality of S sub-channels.
Figure 4A is a diagram illustrating the mapping of
pixels on a video display to memory accesses over
a memory channel without sub-channels using a lin-
ear memory access.
Figure 4B is a diagram illustrating the mapping of
pixels on a video display to memory accesses over
a memory channel with two sub-channels supporting
a micro-tiling memory access.
Figure 4C is a diagram illustrating the mapping of
pixels on a video display to memory accesses over
a memory channel with four sub-channels support-
ing a micro-tiling memory access.
Figure 5A is a diagram illustrating a linear sixty-four
byte memory access over a sixty four bit wide mem-
ory channel.
Figure 5B is a diagram illustrating independent sub-
channel memory access of a pair of thirty-two byte
memory accesses over a pair of tlurty-two bit wide
memory sub-channels.
Figure 5C is a diagram illustrating independent sub-
channel memory access of four sixteen byte memory
accesses over four of sixteen bit wide memory sub-
channels.
Figure 6 illustrates an address signal line bit map for
a memory channel.
Figure 7A illustrates a block diagram of a multi-chip
memory module to couple to a connector mounted
on a host printed circuit board.
Figure 7B illustrates a block diagram of a plurality of
memory chips and memory controller embedded on
a host printed circuit board.
Figure 8 illustrates a block diagram of a memory in-
tegrated circuit to support micro-tile memory access-
es over memory sub-channels.
Figure 9A illustrates a schematic diagram of address
overload logic coupled to the mode register for a six-
teen bit wide memory sub-channel and a sixteen byte
memory access.
Figure 9B illustrates a schematic diagram of address
overload logic coupled to the mode register for a thir-
ty-two bit wide memory sub-channel and a thirty-two
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byte memory access.
Figure 9C illustrates a schematic diagram of swizzle
logic for a thirty-two bit wide memory sub-channel
and a thirty-two byte memory access.
Figure 9D illustrates a schematic diagram of simpli-
fied logic combining the address overload logic of
Figure 9B and the swizzle logic of Figure 9C together
for a thirty-two bit wide memory sub-channel and a
thirty-two byte memory access.
Figure 10 illustrates a flow chart of a method for a
memory integrated circuit to provide micro-tile mem-
ory access.

[0008] Like reference numbers and designations in the
drawings indicate like elements providing similar func-
tionality.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] In the following detailed description of embod-
iments of the invention, numerous specific details are set
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the
invention. However, it will be obvious to one skilled in the
art that the embodiments of the invention may be prac-
ticed without these specific details. In other instances
well known methods, procedures, components, and cir-
cuits have not been described in detail so as not to un-
necessarily obscure aspects of the embodiments of the
invention.
[0010] The memory efficiency of an integrated graph-
ics computer system is typically limited due to the size
of a cache-line. Quite often the ideal memory access size
for graphics is four to sixteen bytes of data since graphics
processors operate on one or a few pixels or texels at a
time. However, UMA memory architectures are opti-
mized for a 64 byte cache-line to optimize processor
memory efficiency. With a 64 byte cache-line, memory
requests by a graphics controller result, on average, in
a significant amount of data fetched from memory and
never used by the graphics controller. The un-used data
may be referred to as over-fetch.
[0011] The embodiments of the invention including mi-
cro-tiling reduce the over-fetch of memory requests from
a graphics controller while preserving cache-line require-
ments for a processor in a UMA memory architecture
with an integrated graphics controller. Generally, micro-
tiling includes a new memory architecture and a new
memory controller architecture. While the new memory
controller architecture is described, the focus of this ap-
plication is on new memory architectures to support mi-
cro-tiling. To support a micro-tiling memory architecture,
the new memory subsystem provides independent sub-
channel memory accesses within a memory channel.
These independent sub-channel memory accesses into
a memory may be referred to as micro-tile or micro-tiled
memory accesses and generally referred to as micro-
tiling.
[0012] Briefly stated, micro-tiling enables a memory re-

quest to be composed of smaller requests for discontig-
uous sections or chunks of memory. The micro-tiling
memory architecture allows read and write memory
fetches to vary in size and structure based on the needs
of the requestor. In order for the smaller chunks to be
correctly identified, additional address information is pro-
vided into the system memory by the micro-tiled memory
controller. For example, in one embodiment of the inven-
tion a sixty-four bit wide memory channel (the physical
bit width) may be divided up into four sixteen bit wide
sub-channels. In this implementation, a sixty-four byte
memory access (the logical byte width of a memory chan-
nel) is composed of four discontiguous sixteen byte
chunks (assuming that a memory transaction is a burst
of 8 transfers). Each sub-channel uses some unique ad-
dress information. Figure 3A is an exemplary implemen-
tation of four sixteen bit sub-channels, each having some
unique address information. Other implementations of a
micro-tile memory architecture can vary the size of each
sub-channel and the number of independent address
lines provided into each sub-channel.
[0013] There are several methods available to supply
additional independent address information to each sub-
channel of the memory array including supplying addi-
tional address lines by routing new dedicated lines from
the memory controller to the memory integrated devices
or re-targeting unused error correction code (ECC) signal
lines routed in a memory module to be additional address
lines. The independent additional address information
may also be supplied by overloading pre-existing ad-
dress signal lines during typical periods of non-use, such
as during a memory cycle when the column addresses
are written into memory integrated circuits. In this case,
micro-tiling support can be implemented in memory mod-
ules and still provide backward compatibility to pre-ex-
isting memory module implementations. These methods
may be used separately, or in combination in embodi-
ments of the invention to provide the additional address
information over a desired number of address lines, in-
cluding any additional address lines.
[0014] In one embodiment of the invention, additional
address signal lines are routed over a motherboard to
memory integrated circuits to support micro-tiling and mi-
cro-tiled memory accesses. The new address signal lines
are dedicated address lines routed from the memory con-
troller over the motherboard to the memory integrated
circuit devices. In still another embodiment of the inven-
tion, additional address signal lines are routed over the
motherboard to new connectors, and new memory mod-
ules with new pin assignments (pinout) are plugged into
the new connectors.
[0015] In another embodiment of the invention, ad-
dress signal overloading may be used to transfer addi-
tional addresses to support micro-tiling. Typical dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) integrated circuits re-
ceive row addresses over the address signal lines when
the row address strobe (RAS#) control signal is asserted
low. The column addresses are received by the DRAM
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integrated circuit over a fewer number of address signal
lines when the column address strobe (CAS#) control
signal is asserted low. While row addresses are sent over
all of the pre-existing address signal lines, it has been
observed that there are oftentimes fewer column ad-
dresses sent over the same address signal lines. That
is, fewer of the pre-existing address signal lines are used
to transfer column address signals. Thus, additional ad-
dress signals can be transferred to the DRAM integrated
circuits over the unused address signal lines when the
CAS# control signal is asserted low. In this manner, none
or only a few additional address signal lines need be rout-
ed to support the additional addressing capability for mi-
cro-tiling.
[0016] In another embodiment of the invention, unused
error correction coding or parity signal lines may be used
to transfer additional addresses to support micro-tiling.
In some memory modules, error correction coding (ECC)
may be supported by having an ECC integrated circuit
monitor the bits of data and an additional memory to store
the ECC data. However, memory modules with ECC are
typically only used in higher end systems, such as servers
as they are more expensive. In desktop or client comput-
ers, where the numbers of computers are greater, ECC
is typically unsupported as it is an additional expense. In
these cases, a number of pins of a memory module set
aside for ECC or parity typically go unused. In memory
modules without ECC, the unused ECC or parity pins
may be used to transfer additional addresses to support
micro-tiling. Other unused no-connect (NC) pins of a
memory module may also be used to provide additional
independent address signal lines to support micro-tiling.
[0017] In still another embodiment of the invention, ad-
ditional independent address signaling may be had by
combining the additional address signal lines provided
by the unused pins with address signal overloading dur-
ing the transfer of the column addresses.
[0018] In a standard memory channel, such as a mem-
ory channel based on double data rate (DDR) DRAM
technology, the logical width of the memory channel can
be considered to be M bytes wide. There are eight bits
in a byte of data. The logical width of the memory channel
is somewhat related to the burst length of data transfers
over a memory module. That is, M bytes of data can be
consecutively accessed by data transfers that form a
burst, by using consecutive addresses incremented from
a base address. Typically, the base address of the block
of bytes to be accessed (read or written) is an integer
multiple of the logical width of the channel. The physical
width of the memory channel is the bit width of the data
bus between the memory controller and the memory
modules. The typical minimum burst length may be eight
memory cycles with a starting byte order that may be set
by the least significant bits of the address lines. With a
typical physical width of sixty-four bits, eight memory cy-
cles accesses sixty-four bytes of data in a memory chan-
nel. Thus the typical logical width of the memory channel
is sixty-four bytes of data.

[0019] As discussed previously, the logical width of the
memory channel is the number of bytes that can be con-
secutively transferred with a base address and the phys-
ical width of the memory channel is the bit width of the
data bus ("WDB") between the memory controller and the
memory modules. A micro-tiled memory system equally
divides the logical width and the physical width of the
memory channel into sub-channels having smaller logi-
cal byte widths and smaller physical bit widths.
[0020] The micro-tiling of memory breaks the physical
width of the memory channel (WDB bits) and the logical
width of the memory channel (M bytes) into S sub-chan-
nels (WSC). Each sub-channel has a physical width of
WSC = WDB/S bits and a logical width of N = M/S bytes.
Thus, N bytes of data may be transferred over WSC bits
of data lines in each sub-channel for each burst of data
transfers. A memory channel may have a total number
of memory locations TML to access in memory. Each sub-
channel accesses a subset of the total memory locations
(TSML) of a memory channel where TSML = TML/S.
[0021] In micro-tiling memory, each sub-channel can
access a smaller granularity of data over the memory
channel independently from each other. To make them
completely independent, separate address signal lines
may be routed from the memory controller to each sub-
channel. To avoid routing too many separate address
signal lines, some address signal lines may be shared
across the sub-channels so that memory locations can
be independently selected from a set of common ad-
dresses. Thus, the address that is presented to each sub-
channel has a number of independent address bits ("I")
whose value can be different from corresponding bits in
the addresses presented to the other sub-channels.
Thus, while the data transferred on each sub-channel
represents a contiguous block of data, the blocks of data
on each sub-channel are not necessarily formed from a
contiguous address range.
[0022] The embodiments of the invention may be used
in different systems such as those illustrated in Figures
1A-1B. Referring now to Figure 1A, a block diagram of a
typical computer system 100 in which embodiments of
the invention may be utilized is illustrated. The computer
system 100A includes a first processing unit 101; input/
output devices (I/O) 102 such as keyboard, modem, print-
er, external storage devices and the like; and monitoring
devices (M) 103, such as a CRT or graphics display. The
monitoring devices (M) 103 may provide computer infor-
mation in a human intelligible format such as visual or
audio formats. The system 100 may be a number of dif-
ferent electronic systems other than a computer system.
[0023] Referring now to Figure 1B, a client server sys-
tem 100B in which embodiments of the invention may be
utilized is illustrated. The client server system 100B in-
cludes one or more clients 110A-110M coupled to a net-
work 112 and a server 114 coupled to the network 112.
The clients 110A-110M communicate with the server 114
through the network 112 in order to transmit or receive
information and gain access to any database and/or ap-
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plication software that may be needed on the server. The
clients 110A-110M and the server 114 may be instances
of the typical computer system 100A. The server 114 has
a processing unit with memory and may further include
one or more disk drive storage devices. The server 114
may be used in a storage area network (SAN) as a net-
work attached storage (NAS) device, for example, and
have an array of disks. The data access to the server
114 may be shared over the network 112 with the multiple
clients 110A-110C.
[0024] Referring now to Figure 2A, a block diagram of
a first processing unit 101 A in which embodiments of
the invention may be utilized is illustrated. The process-
ing unit 101A may include a processor circuit 201, a mem-
ory control block 202, external cache memory 203E, one
or more memory channels 204A-204N, a graphics con-
troller 206, and an input/output controller 207 coupled
together as shown. A combination of two or more ele-
ments of the processor circuit 201, the memory control
block 202, the cache memory 203E, the graphics con-
troller 206, and the input/output controller 207 of the
processing unit 101A may be integrated together into a
single integrated circuit. For example, the memory con-
trol block 202, the graphics controller 206, and the input/
output controller 207 may be integrated together as an
integrated circuit 210. As another example, the processor
circuit 201, the memory control block 202, the cache
memory 203E, the graphics controller 206, and the input/
output controller 207 may be integrated together as an
integrated circuit 210’. As another example, the memory
control block 202 with its memory controller may be in-
tegrated into the processor circuit 201. While the external
cache memory 203 E coupled between the processor
circuit 201 and the memory control block 202 is illustrated
as being part of the integrated circuit 210’, it may be a
separate circuit. Oftentimes, the cache memory 203E re-
mains external to the integrated circuit 210’ as it is more
efficient to manufacture large memory capacities sepa-
rately.
[0025] The processor circuit 201 may include one or
more execution units or more than one processor (also
referred to as core processors), such as processors A-
N 201A-201N, as a multiprocessor integrated circuit.
Each processor of the processor circuit 201 may have
one or more levels of an on-chip or internal cache mem-
ory 203I or share the same internal cache memory. Other
levels of cache memory may be external to the processor
201 and interface to the memory controller, such as ex-
ternal cache memory 203E. The processor circuit 201
may also have an on-chip or internal random access
memory (RAM) and an on-chip or internal read only mem-
ory (ROM) as a microcomputer may have. The processor
201, its one or more execution units, and the one or more
levels of cache memory may read or write data (including
instructions) through the memory control block 202 with
the one or more memory channels 204A-204N.
[0026] The memory control block 202, coupled to and
between the one or more memory channels 204A-204N

and the processor 201 as well as the graphics controller
206, may optionally have its own internal cache memory
203M or it may be external as another level of cache
memory. The memory control block 202 includes one or
more micro-tile memory controllers MCA-MCN 208A-
208N for each of the respective one or more memory
channels 204A-204N.
[0027] Each of the one or more memory channels
204A-204N includes one or more memory modules
MM1-MMn. Each memory module includes one or more
memory integrated circuits or devices. The one or more
memory integrated circuits or devices may be various
types of memory integrated circuits including dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) circuits, static random
access memory (SRAM) circuits, or nonvolatile random
access memory (NVRAM) circuits. However, in the pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention, the one or more
memory integrated circuits are dynamic random access
memory (DRAM) circuits.
[0028] Each of the one or more memory channels
204A-204N includes two or more memory sub-channels.
In Figure 2A, four memory sub-channels 205A-205D are
included in each memory channel 204A-204N. Referring
momentarily to Figure 2B, two memory sub-channels
205A’-205B’ are included in each memory channel 204A-
204N. While two and four memory sub-channels are il-
lustrated in each memory channel it is understood that
other divisions of a memory channel may be had includ-
ing even or odd numbers of sub-channels. This is partic-
ularly the case as the logical width or burst lengths of a
memory channel increases.
[0029] The one or more memory modules MM1-MMN
in each memory channel 204A-204N may be configured
to support micro-tiling. An algorithm may be used by the
memory control block to determine whether or not the
one or more memory modules support micro-tiling. The
one or more memory circuits or devices included on the
one or more memory modules may be configured to sup-
port micro-tiling. The one or more memory circuits can
be micro-tiled enabled (MTE) and assigned to support a
specific memory sub-channel. The one or more memory
circuits may include additional pins or have additional
bits in a mode register to be micro-tiled enabled and as-
signed to a specific memory sub-channel. In the case of
additional pins being provided by the memory circuits,
external jumper pins, jumper wires, or micro-switches (for
example, DIP switches) may be used to configure micro-
tiling support. In the case of the mode register being pro-
vided in the memory circuits, the independent portion of
the data bus into each sub-channel may be used to load
the mode register with an appropriate loading strobe.
[0030] The I/O controller 207 may be coupled to the
memory control block 202 to write data into the one or
more memory channels 204A-204N so it is accessible
by the processor 201. The processing unit 101A may
further include a wireless network interface circuit (WN-
IC) 213, a wired network interface circuit or card (NIC)
214, a universal serial bus (USB) and/or firewire (FW)
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serial interface 215, and/or a disk drive 216 coupled to
the I/O controller 207. The wireless network interface cir-
cuit (WNIC) 213 provides a radio connection to a base
radio unit such as through a wireless local area network-
ing, wifi (IEEE 802.11), Bluetooth, or other radio connec-
tion. The wireless networking interconnection (WNIC)
213 includes an antenna to couple by radio waves to a
base radio unit or other mobile radio unit. The NIC 214
provides an Ethernet wired local area network connec-
tion. The USB/FW serial interface 215 allows for expan-
sion of the system to include other I/O peripheral devices.
The disk drive 216 is well known and provides rewriteable
storage for the processor 201. The disk storage device
216 may be one or more of a floppy disk, zip disk, DVD
disk, hard disk, rewritable optical disk, flash memory or
other non-volatile storage device.
[0031] The graphics controller 206 may be coupled to
the memory control block 202 to read and write data into
the one or more memory channels 204A-204N. The proc-
essor 201 may write data into the one or more memory
channels 204A-204N so that it is accessible by the graph-
ics controller 206 and displayable on a graphics display
or video device. A graphics display 217 may be coupled
to the graphics controller 206. A video interface 218 may
couple to the graphics controller 206. The video interface
218 may be an analog and/or digital video interface.
[0032] In the processing unit 101A, the processor 201,
the I/O controller 207, and the graphics controller 206
may access data in the one or more memory channels
204A-204N through memory controllers in the memory
control block 202. The memory controllers in the memory
control block, interface to a respective memory channel
204A-240N to read and write data between the system
memory and the processor 201, the I/O controller 207,
and the graphics controller 206. In interfacing the micro-
tiled memory controllers 20SA-208N to the memory
channels 204A-204N, respectively, there may be ad-
dress signal lines 220 of an address bus, data signal lines
222 of a data bus, and control and clocking signal lines
224 as part of the memory interface. The input devices
coupled to the I/O controller 207, such as the disk storage
device 216, may also read and write information into the
system memory.
[0033] Generally, the data signal lines 222 of the data
bus are divided out into the S sub-channels. In Figure
2A, where S is four, the data signal lines 222 of the data
bus are divided out into four sub-channels, as illustrated
by the sub-channel data Lines 222A, 222B, 222C, and
222D, and coupled into the respective sub-channels
205A., 205B, 205C, and 205D. For example, a sixty four-
bit bus is divided into four sets of sixteen bit data lines.
Some of the address signal lines 220 may be shared into
the sub-channels while other address signal lines are
independent from one sub-channel to the next, in one
embodiment of the invention. In another embodiment of
the invention, the address signal lines 220 may be fully
independent into each sub-channel. The address signal
lines are further described below.

[0034] Referring now to Figure 2B, a block diagram of
a second processing unit 101B in which embodiments of
the invention may be utilized is illustrated. The second
processing unit 101B is similar to the first processing unit
101A in that it may include a processor circuit 201, a
memory control block 202, external cache memory 203E,
one or more memory channels 204A-204N, a graphics
controller 206, and an input/output controller 207 coupled
together as shown. For reasons of brevity, reference is
made to the description of Figure 2A for similar numbered
elements as it is not repeated here. However, in the sec-
ond processing unit 101B, each of the one or more mem-
ory channels 204A-204N are divided out into two sub-
channels 205A’ and 205B’ as illustrated. That is, the
number of sub-channels, S, is two. The data signal lines
222 of the data bus are divided out into two sub-channels
as illustrated by the sub-channel data lines 222A and
222B and coupled into the respective sub-channels
205A’ and 205B’. For example, a sixty four-bit bus may
be divided into two sets of thirty-two bit data lines. Some
of the address signal lines 220 may be shared into each
of the sub-channels while other address signal lines are
independent from one sub-channel to the next, in one
embodiment of the invention. In another embodiment of
the invention, the address signal lines 220 may be fully
independent into each sub-channel.
[0035] Referring now to Figure 3A, a block diagram of
two memory channels is illustrated. Figure 3A illustrates
a combined graphics and memory controller 300, also
referred to as a host 300, coupled to a memory channel
0 304A and a memory channel 1 304B. Memory channel
0 304A and memory channel 1 304B are each divided
into four sub-channels 305A, 305B, 305C, and 305D.
Each memory channel has an independent micro-tile
memory controller to support the sub-channels of the
memory channel. Each memory charnel has an inde-
pendent data bus. For example assuming a total data bit
width of 64 bits for each data bus of the memory channels,
each sub-channel is coupled to an independent set of 16
bits of the data bus. Sub-channel 305A is coupled to data
bits D15-D0, sub-channel 305B is coupled to data bits
D31-D16, sub-channel 305C is coupled to D47-D32, and
sub-channel 305D is coupled to data bits D63-D48 as is
illustrated in Figure 3A.
[0036] As previously discussed, some address signal
lines may be shared into each of the sub-channels while
other address signal lines are independent from one sub-
channel to the next, in one embodiment of the invention.
For example, address signal lines 310 (labeled Axx-A10,
BA2-BA0) are shared to all sub-channels 305A-305D.
[0037] That is, each of the address signal lines 310
may be fanned out and coupled into each sub-channel.
In contrast, address signal lines 311A (first set labeled
A9-A6) are independently coupled into sub-channel
305A. Address signal lines 311B (second set labeled A9-
A6) are independently coupled into sub-channel 305B.
Address signal lines 311C (third set labeled A9-A6) are
independently coupled into sub-channel 305C. Address
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signal lines 311D (fourth set labeled A9-A6) are inde-
pendently coupled into sub-channel 305D.
[0038] Ideally, enough independent address lines are
provided to allow full addressability within the allocated
memory page size granularity. The page size is typically
set by software managing the graphic memory space.
For example consider the case of a 4 kilo-byte (KB) page
size allocation in a two-channel cache-line interleaved
memory subsystem. 2KB of the page are mapped to each
memory channel. In which case, five address lines may
be used to address thirty-two 64B cache lines in each
physical page of memory. Thus, fifteen additional inde-
pendent address lines would be ideal for a four sixteen
bit sub-channel implementation. These are shown as ad-
dress signal lines 311B-D respectively labeled as the
second, third, and fourth sets of address lines labeled
A10-A6 over the original first set of address signal lines
311A labeled as the first set of address lines A10-A6. If
fewer additional independent address lines are made
available, the independent address space addressable
by each sub-channel is reduced. If more independent
address lines are made available into each sub-channel,
the independent address space addressable by each
sub-channel is increased. To implement two thirty-two
bit sub-channels, it is desirable to have five additional
independent address lines.
[0039] In one embodiment of the invention, extra ad-
dress signal lines may be routed between the memory
controller and the sub-channels to provide the independ-
ent address signal lines as illustrated in Figure 3A. In
another embodiment of the invention, address signals
may be overloaded onto the pre-existing address lines.
In yet another embodiment of the invention, a combina-
tion of routing extra address signal lines and overloading
of address signals may be used to support micro-tiling.
In yet another embodiment of the invention, each sub
channel may be provided with a complete set of inde-
pendent address lines without the shared address lines
310 illustrated in Figure 3A. However, using the shared
address signal lines 310 conserves printed circuit board
area by avoiding the routing of independent address sig-
nal lines.
[0040] Referring momentarily to Figure 6, an address
signal line bit map for a memory channel is illustrated
using shared and independent address bits. That is, Fig-
ure 6 is an address bit map that illustrates the interpre-
tation of the address bits in a physical address. A set of
I independent address bits (IAB) is provided to each sub-
channel to support micro-tiling. A set of zero or more SA
shared address bits (SAB) may be provided to all of the
sub-channels. A set of Q sub-channel select bits (SSB)
are used in the assignment of a memory request to a
sub-channel. A set of P sub-channel data address bits
(SDAB) are used to address the bytes in each cache-line
within a DRAM memory. The set of P SDAB bits are typ-
ically the least significant bits of the address signal line
map. The set of Q SSB bits and the P SDAB bits are not
actually routed between the memory controller and the

sub-channel memory, it being understood that the base
address of the block of data being accessed is an integer
multiple of the burst size. That is, the P SDAB bits may
be generated internally by a memory integrated circuit
such as by a DRAM device in accordance with double
data rate (DDR) memory specifications. While Figure 6
illustrates certain address bits being chosen to be shared
and independent address bits, other address bits may
be assigned instead. That is, the division of the address
bits above the P sub-channel data address (SDAB) bits
into the SA shared address (SAB) bits and the I inde-
pendent address (IAB) bits in general is arbitrary.
[0041] Referring now to Figures 4A-4C, idealized pixel
map renderings of a triangle are illustrated using a tiled
address space. Figure 4A illustrates the rasterization of
the triangle 401 in a tiled address space using a non-
micro-tiled memory system in which the logical channel
width is 64 bytes. Figures 4B-4C illustrate the rasteriza-
tion of the triangle 401 in a tiled address space using a
micro-tiled memory system. The unit of rasterization of
the triangle 401 is a fragment 402. A fragment 402 may
represent a pixel or a texel. A tiled address space is one
in which a logically two-dimensional array of data is or-
ganized as a set of sub-arrays, such that the data within
the subarray is stored in a contiguous range of the ad-
dress space and are thus highly localized in memory. A
logically two-dimensional array of data that is linearly ad-
dressed has no such sub-arrays; instead, data such as
fragments 402 are addressed linearly across from left to
right in a row and then down to the next row from top to
bottom. Thus, vertically adjacent fragments 402 may be
far apart in memory.
[0042] In comparison with Figure 4A, Figures 4B-4C
show how micro-tile memory accesses provide the ad-
vantages of smaller memory requests. Each of Figures
4A-4C show the rasterization of a triangle 401 for a dif-
ferent memory request size.
[0043] In Figure 4A, a single memory request encom-
passes the data representing 16 fragments. Each of the
individual squares 402 represents a fragment, typically
thirty-two bits or four bytes of data per fragment. Figures
4A-4C illustrate a 20 X 20 array of fragments. A 4 X 4
array of fragments, as illustrated in Figure 4A, is a span
404 and represents a sixty-four byte memory request. A
subspan 424 is illustrated in Figure 4C as a 2 X 2 array
of fragments or a sixteen byte memory request. A double
subspan 414 is illustrated in Figure 4B and is a 32 byte
memory request that is oriented as a 2 X 4 array of frag-
ments.
[0044] The differences between Figures 4A-4C illus-
trate the theoretical reduction in over-fetch as the mem-
ory request size decreases. In each of the Figures 4A-
4C, the triangle 401 requires access of the same number
of fragments. However a memory access typically trans-
fers the data of more than one fragment, such that it may
include data representing fragments 408 within the trian-
gle 401 and fragments 406 outside the triangle 401. Data
representing fragments 406 outside of the triangle 401
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are over-fetched, resulting in the inefficient use of the
memory bandwidth.
[0045] In Figure 4A, a 64 byte memory access trans-
fers the data of a span 404, a 4x4 block of fragments.
For example, span 404A is a first 64 byte memory access.
Span 404B is a second 64 byte memory access. For ex-
ample consider that the triangle 401 encompasses ap-
proximately fifty-seven pixels to render. For the 64 byte
memory access case, ten memory accesses are needed
to access the 65 fragments within the triangle. Data of
an additional 95 fragments is accessed but might not be
used.
[0046] In Figure 4B, a 32 byte memory access trans-
fers the data of a double sub-span, a 2x4 block of frag-
ments or one-half of a 64 byte memory access.. For ex-
ample, double subspan 414A is a first 32 byte memory
access. Double subspan 414B is a second 32 byte mem-
ory access. For the 32 byte memory access case, thirteen
memory accesses are needed to access the 65 frag-
ments within the triangle. Data of an additional 47 frag-
ments is accessed but might not be used.
[0047] In Figure 4C, a 16 byte memory access trans-
fers the data of a sub-span, a 2x2 block of fragments or
one-quarter of a 64 byte memory access. A span 424A
is a first 16 byte memory access. A span 424B is a second
16 byte memory access. A span 424C is a third 16 byte
memory access. A span 424D is a fourth 16 byte memory
access. For the 16 byte memory access case, twenty-
two memory accesses are needed to access the 65 frag-
ments within the triangle. Data of an additional 13 frag-
ments is accessed but might not be used.
[0048] Consider as another example that the triangle
401 requires sixty-five pixels or fragments (260 bytes) to
display in each of Figures 4A, 4B and 4C. In Figure 4A,
approximately ten spans of memory are accessed includ-
ing one-hundred sixty pixels or six-hundred forty bytes
of data to render triangle 401. In Figure 4B, approximately
thirteen double subspans of data are accessed including
one-hundred twelve pixels or four-hundred forty-eight
bytes of data to render triangle 401. In Figure 4C, ap-
proximately twenty-two subspans of data are accessed
including eighty-eight fragments or three-hundred fifty-
two bytes of data to render triangle 401. Thus in compar-
ison with Figure 4A, the over-fetched pixels or fragments
406 are reduced in Figures 4B and 4C by implementing
micro-tile addressing with sub-channels within each
memory channel.
[0049] As previously discussed, Figures 4B-4C illus-
trate the rasterization of the triangle 401 in a tiled address
space using a micro-tiled memory system that includes
memory sub-channels. In Figure 4B, a 64 byte wide mem-
ory channel may be forked from two 32 byte wide memory
sub-channels. In this case, a micro-tiled memory access
combines two discontiguous 32 byte accesses into a sin-
gle 64 byte access, one on each of the two sub-channels
for a total size of 64 bytes. Rasterization of the triangle
results in requests to access double subspans 414. For
example, the micro-tile memory controller may combine

requests to access double subspans 414C and 414D into
a single micro-tiled memory access. As another example,
the memory controller may combine requests to access
double subspans 414E and 414F into a single micro-tiled
memory request.. Other combinations of requests to ac-
cess double subspans may be formed into a single micro-
tiled memory request or access. In one or more embod-
iments of the invention, the combined sub-channel ac-
cesses have a shared address bit pattern in the SA
shared address bits.
[0050] In Figure 4C, a 64 byte wide memory channel
may be formed from four 16 byte wide memory sub-chan-
nels. In this case, a micro-tiled memory access combines
four discontiguous 16 byte accesses into a single 64 byte
access, one on each of the four sub-channels for a total
size of 64 bytes. Rasterization of the triangle results in
requests to access subspans 424. For example, the mi-
cro-tiling memory controller may combine requests to ac-
cess subspans 424E, 424F, 424G, and 424H into a single
micro-tiled memory access. Other combinations of re-
quests to access subspans may be formed into a single
micro-tiled memory request or access. In one or more
embodiments of the invention, the combined sub-chan-
nel memory accesses have a shared address bit pattern
in the SA shared address bits for each of the four memory
sub-channels.
[0051] In the ideal case, it is assumed that all micro-
tiled memory requests can be utilized by the micro-tile
transaction assembler to build 64B memory transactions
with no unused sub-channels. That is, the effectiveness
of micro-tiling depends on the ability of the transaction
assembler 326A,326B to construct fully populated mem-
ory transactions.
[0052] Referring now to Figure 3B, a multi-channel
memory subsystem is illustrated including a micro tiled
memory control block 300 coupled to the system memory
channels and one or more cache memory 203. Within
the memory control block 300, the multi-channel memory
subsystem includes a micro-tiling memory controller for
each memory channel into system memory.
[0053] In Figure 3B, two memory channels 304A and
304B are provided. Thus, two micro-tile memory control-
lers 321A and 321B are provided for the respective mem-
ory channels 304A and 304B. Each memory channel
304A,304B may be composed of S sub-channels 305A-
305S. Each sub-channel 305 is logically N bytes wide
and B bits wide. Each memory channel 304 is logically
M=N*S bytes wide.
[0054] Between the memory control block 300 and the
cache memory 203 is a write data path 301 and a read
data path 302 that can include command paths or ad-
dress paths over which read and write requests can be
made. N bytes are returned to the cache 203 from the
memory control block 300 over the read data path 302
in the case of a read transaction. An N byte write request
is provided from the cache 203 to the memory control
block 300 over the write data path 301 in the case of a
write transaction. While an N byte read or write request
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is made between the cache 203 and the memory control
block 300, requests are depicted as arrays of 2x2 tiles
to represent a 2x2 array of pixels or texels, such as my
be used with four sub-channels.
[0055] The memory control block 300 includes a chan-
nel assignor 320, a first memory controller 321A, and a
second memory controller 321B. The memory control
block 300 is also coupled to memory channel zero 304A
and memory channel one 304B. Memory channel zero
304A includes "S" sub-channels 305A-305S. Similarly,
memory channel one 304B includes "S" sub-channels
305A-305S. Shared address lines 310 couple from each
memory controller 322 into each sub-channel 305A-
305S. Independent address lines 311A-311S couple into
the respective sub-channels 305A-305S. Each of the da-
ta bus sub-channel portions 312A-312S is coupled into
the respective memory sub-channels 305A-305S.
[0056] Each of the memory controllers 321 A and 321B
include a sub-channel assignor 322A-322B, a reorder
buffer 324A-324B, and a transaction assembler 326A-
326B respectively.
[0057] The memory request for N bytes of data, the
logical width of a channel, is coupled into the channel
assignor 320. The channel assignor assigns the memory
request to either of memory channel 0 304A or memory
channel 1 304B depending upon the circumstances in-
cluding the variability of the memory channel. After being
assigned to a memory channel by the channel assignor,
the N byte request is coupled into the respective memory
controller 321A or 321B and into the sub-channel as-
signor 322A or 322B.
[0058] The sub-channel assignor 322A and 322B as-
signs the N byte requests to one of the sub-channels
305A-305S. Referring momentarily to Figure 6, the Iden-
tity Sub-channel Assignment, s, may be defined by the
following process: (1) The request address, "A", is shifted
right by the P SDAB bits, resulting in a new integer value
Ã (where, Ã = A»P). (2) The value "s" for the Sub-channel
Assignment is the least significant Q SSB bits of Ã (e.g.,
s = Ã & ((1<<Q)-1)).
[0059] Each of the micro-tiling memory controllers
321A-321B has a reorder buffer 324A-324B, respective-
ly. The reorder buffer reorders the memory request into
the sub-channels so as to increase the bandwidth effi-
ciency in each memory channel. A request to read or
write a block ofN bytes of data at address "A" enters the
memory controller 322A or 322B, is assigned to a sub-
channel, and is placed in the reorder buffer. The reorder
buffer may be implemented as a reorder queue for each
sub-channel. Other implementations of the reorder buffer
are possible.
[0060] The transaction assembler 326A,326B forms a
memory read transaction by selecting S read requests,
one for each sub-channel, from the reorder buffer, such
that all S requests have the same shared address bits.
It forms a memory write transaction by selecting S write
requests, one for each sub-channel, from reorder buffer,
such that all S requests have the same shared address

bits. For example, the transaction assembler 326A,326B
may assemble a 64 byte transaction in a memory channel
from four 16 byte requests, one to each sub-channel.
[0061] When attempting to form a transaction, the
transaction assembler in a micro-tiled controller may not
be able to find a concurrent set of requests, one for each
sub-channel, such that the SA shared address bits are
the same across all sub-channels. In such a case, no
data may be transferred on a sub-channel for which a
request was not found, or if data is transferred over that
sub-channel, the data can be discarded.
[0062] Referring now to Figures 5A-5C, exemplary
byte ordering is illustrated for each memory channel
500A-500C. In Figure 5A, memory channel 500A has a
transfer size of 64 bytes numbering from 0 to 63. The
logical width of 64 bytes may be accessed by a 64 bit
physical width of memory channel.
[0063] In Figure 5B, memory channel 500B may be
divided into two memory sub-channels 505A and 505B,
each of which transfers one-half of a 64 byte transfer, so
that each sub-channel transfers 32 bytes. For memory
sub-channel 505A, the memory bytes are that are ac-
cesses number from 0 to 31, reordered from that of Figure
5A. For memory sub-channel 505B, the bytes that are
accessed are numbered from 32 through 63, reordered
from that of Figure 5A.
[0064] In Figure 5C, the memory channel 500C may
be divided into four memory sub-channels, 515A, 515B,
515C, and 515D, each of which transfers one-fourth of
a 64 byte transfer, so that each sub-channel transfers 16
bytes. Memory sub-channel 515A accesses memory
bytes numbering from the 0 to 15, reordered from that of
Figure 5A. Memory sub-channel 515B accesses memory
bytes 16 through 31, reordered from that of Figure 5A.
Memory sub-channel 515C accesses byte numbers
32-47, reordered from that of Figure 5A. Memory sub-
channel 515D accesses byte numbering 48-63, reor-
dered from that of Figure 5A. In this manner, a 64 byte
transfer is equally distributed across each of the memory
sub-channels while the byte numbers are reordered and
assigned.
[0065] Referring now back to Figure 6, the bytes may
be reordered differently in other embodiments of the in-
vention.
[0066] As discussed previously, to support micro tile
memory access, SA shared address bits may be utilized
along with I independent address bits while the Q sub-
channel select bits and P sub-channel data address bits
are utilized to address the physical bytes accessed by a
cache-line. For a 64 byte cache-line, the sum of Q sub-
channel select bits and P sub-channel data address bits
is 6.
[0067] In Figure 6, we indicate the P sub-channel data
address bits as being A0-A8. On Figure 6, the Q sub-
channel select bits are labeled A10, A8 and any more
there in between. In Figure 6, the I independent address
bits are labeled A9, A10, A16, A18, A24 and any more
there in between. In Figure 6, the SA shared address bits
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are labeled as A11, A15, A17, A19, A20, A25, A26, and
Ax for example. Additional shared address bits may be
used in between.
[0068] With the I independent address bits, the sub-
channel addresses are independent within an address
offset of each other. To make the sub-channels fully in-
dependent from each other, a complete duplication of
the command and address from the memory controller
to each sub-channel may be used but would significantly
increase the memory controller pin count, the silicon area
for input/output drivers, and the wire routing area needed
over a host printed circuit board or motherboard. Instead,
embodiments of the invention share one or more portions
of the sub-channel address bits across all sub-channels
and permit the remainder, I, to be independent for each
sub-channel, as depicted in Figure 6. A judicious choice
of the I independent address bits can therefore provide
increased bandwidth efficiency, balanced against the
cost of duplicating I address signals to each sub-channel.
[0069] As discussed previously, the I independent ad-
dress bits may be obtained in different manners including
routing additional address lines to each memory sub-
channel and/or using address overloading.
[0070] Referring now to Figure 7A, a memory module
(MM) 710 is illustrated that is exemplary of the memory
modules MM1-MMn. The memory module 710 may be
of any type such as a SIMM or DIMM, for example. The
memory module 710 includes memory integrated circuit
chips ("memory devices") 752 coupled to a printed circuit
board 751. The printed circuit board 751 includes an edge
connector or edge connection 754 that couples to an
edge connector 760 of a host printed circuit board 762.
[0071] To support micro-tiling of memory, additional
address signal lines may be independently supplied to
the memory integrated circuits 752 by using the unused
or no-connect pins of the pinout of the edge connection
754 of the printed circuit board 751, in one embodiment
of the invention. These unused or no-connect pins of the
edge connection 754 may be used to route additional
independent address signal lines to the memory integrat-
ed circuits 752. The same unused pins are found in the
corresponding edge connector 760 mounted to the moth-
erboard 762. Additional independent address signal lines
763 are routed across the motherboard 762 to the pre-
existing connector from the memory controller in the
memory control block to supply the additional independ-
ent address information. A number of different types of
unused or no-connect pins of the pinout of the edge con-
nection 754 of the memory module may be found.
[0072] For example, parity or an error correction code
(ECC) function may have pins reserved as part of the
pin-out for the edge connection 754. To lower the costs
of memory modules to consumers, parity and ECC func-
tions are often left off the memory module so that the
reserved signal lines and pins often go unused. That is,
the parity/ECC signal lines may be routed into all edge
connectors of the motherboard, but are only used when
ECC enabled memory modules (e.g., dual inline memory

modules (DIMMs)) are installed therein. The unused pre-
existing ECC lines/pins of the memory module are retar-
geted as independent address signal lines and used to
implement micro-tiling in non-ECC memory modules.
However in using the ECC lines/pins for micro-tiling, both
ECC and micro-tiling functions cannot be enabled at the
same time on a memory module. This solution works well
in environments that don’t typically need (or want) pari-
ty/ECC to be enabled.
[0073] As another example, optional active low data
signal lines that are reserved in the pin-out for the edge
connection 754 often go unused as they are redundant
of the active high signal lines which are provided. As yet
another example, optional test pins reserved within a pin-
out for the edge connection 754 of the memory module
often go unused as that test mode may not be used.
[0074] In any case, these unused pins are retargeted
to be independent address signal pins 755A-755D and
independent address signal lines 763 are routed on the
host printed circuit board 762 and independent address
signal lines 756A-756D are routed on the PCB 751 of the
memory module 710 to the memory integrated circuits
752.
[0075] In some cases, the memory module 710 may
further include a support integrated circuit 750 such as
a buffer integrated circuit ("buffer") or an error correction
control (ECC) integrated circuit. However as discussed
previously, if ECC is not provided on the memory module
710, pins of the edge connection 754 that would have
been otherwise reserved for ECC and are unused may
be used for independent address lines into a memory
sub-channel to support micro-tiling.
[0076] To support micro-tiling and independent ad-
dressing of memory sub-channels, the memory integrat-
ed circuits 752 on the memory model 710 may be divided
up and assigned to the different memory sub-channels,
such as the four memory sub-channels 205A, 205B,
205C, and 205D as illustrated in Figure 7A. The data I/O
of a memory integrated circuit 752 is typically 4, 8 or 16
bits wide. For a physical width of sixty-four bits for a mem-
ory channel and sixteen bits for each memory sub-chan-
nel, four sixteen bit wide memory integrated circuits 752
would be respectively assigned one-to-one to the four
memory sub-channels 205A, 205B, 205C, and 205D.
Eight eight-bit wide memory integrated circuits 752 would
be respectively assigned two at a time to the four memory
sub-channels 205A, 205B, 205C, and 205D to provide a
physical width of sixty-four bits for a memory channel and
sixteen bits each memory sub-channel. Sixteen four-bit
wide memory integrated circuits 752 would be respec-
tively assigned four at a time to the four memory sub-
channels 205A, 205B, 205C, and 205D to provide a phys-
ical width of sixty-four bits for a memory channel and
sixteen bits each memory sub-channel.
[0077] In the case of two memory sub-channels, four
sixteen bit wide memory integrated circuits 752 would be
respectively assigned two at a time to the two memory
sub-channels for a physical width of sixty-four bits for a
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memory channel and thirty-two bits for each memory sub-
channel. Eight eight-bit wide memory integrated circuits
752 would be respectively assigned four at a time to the
two memory sub-channels for a physical width of sixty-
four bits for a memory channel and thirty-two bits for each
memory sub-channel. Sixteen four-bit wide memory in-
tegrated circuits 752 would be respectively assigned
eight at a time to the two memory sub-channels for a
physical width of sixty-four bits for a memory channel and
thirty-two bits for each memory sub-channel.
[0078] By using the unused pins of the edge connec-
tion 754 of the memory module and a standard edge
connector 760, the memory module 710 can be backward
compatible with pre-existing memory subsystems. In an-
other embodiment of the invention, a new edge connec-
tion 754 and a new edge connector 760 are provided with
the added independent address signal lines to support
micro-tiling memory. However in this embodiment of the
invention, the memory module and edge connector are
designed specifically to support micro-tiling of memory
and are not backward compatible with pre-existing sys-
tems. In yet another embodiment of the invention, the
memory integrated circuits are solder down to a mother
board without using a memory module 710 or an edge
connector 760.
[0079] Referring now to Figure 7B, memory integrated
circuits 752 are embedded onto the host printed circuit
board 762 by being soldered directly thereto along with
the memory control block 202 with the micro-tiled mem-
ory controllers 208A-208N, as well as other components,
some of which were previously described and illustrated
in Figures 2A-2B. At the expense of wire routing area on
the host printed circuit board 762, independent address
signal lines 766A-776D may be routed between a micro-
tiled memory controller 208A-208N in the memory control
block 202 and the memory integrated circuits 752. These
independent address signal lines 766A-776D are not
shared across memory integrated circuits 752 in different
memory sub-channels 205A-205D. However, the inde-
pendent address signal lines may be shared amongst
the one or more memory integrated circuits 752 in the
same memory sub-channel.
[0080] Consider Figure 3A for example where four in-
dependent memory sub-channels are found in each
memory channel. An additional independent four ad-
dress lines may be provided per sub-channel to inde-
pendently access an area of memory in each sub-chan-
nel. Address lines 311 A-311D (labeled A9-A6) are inde-
pendent within each sub-channel. Given that one set of
four address lines pre-exists, the total number of addi-
tional address lines that are to be routed is three time
four or twelve independent address signal lines. Routing
additional signal lines works well when memory is sol-
dered down onto the motherboard. Alternatively, routing
additional signal lines over a motherboard to a memory
module may be used to add the independent address
signaling when the pinout of a pre-existing edge connec-
tor and memory module is not fully utilized. However, if

the pinout of a pre-existing connector is being fully used,
there is no room for additional lines and this method or
routing additional signal lines is not as readily feasible,
particularly if backward compatibility is desired.
[0081] Referring now to Figure 8, a block diagram of
a memory integrated circuit 800 is illustrated. The mem-
ory integrated circuit 800 may be included in the memory
modules MM1-MMn as the one or more memory devices
752. The memory integrated circuit 800 includes a mem-
ory array 801, a row address decoder 802, bitline pre-
charge/refresh logic 803, a column decoder 804, a sense
amp array and write driver block 806, a controller 808,
an address buffer 811, and micro-tile control logic 812
coupled together as shown. The micro-tile control logic
812 may also be referred to as overload logic (OL).
[0082] The controller 808 includes a mode register 810
with a plurality of bits that can be set/initialized to control
the general functionality of the memory integrated circuit
800. The mode register includes bit storage circuits to
store the bits. The bits of the mode register 810 may be
set by applying the appropriate bit settings on address
lines 820 or data lines 821 coincident with a load strobe.
The load strobe may be generated by toggling one or
more of the control lines 822 that are coupled into the
controller 808 of the memory integrated circuit when the
memory is idle. The controller 808 receives one or more
of the control lines 822. The one or more control lines
822 may include row address strobe RAS#, column ad-
dress strobe CAS#, write enable WE#, chip select CS#,
bank selects BA0,BA1,BA2, or other standard memory
integrated control inputs.
[0083] More specifically, the mode register 810 may
be used to configure the integrated circuit 800 for micro-
tile memory access. As will be discussed further below,
one of the bits of the mode register 810 is a micro-tile
enable bit. The micro-tile enable bit may be active high
and referred to as MTE bit. Alternatively, the micro-tile
enable bit may be active low and referred to as MTE#.
In either case, the micro-tile enable bit may generally be
referred to as the micro-tile enable bit or the MTE bit. The
micro-tile enable bit is reset by default such that micro-
tiling is disabled when the device is initially powered-up
or reset. This allows the memory module 710 and the
memory integrated circuit 800 to be backward compatible
when inserted into systems that do not support micro-
tiling. The mode register 810 further has one or more
sub-channel select (SCS) bits to indicate the memory
sub-channel to which the memory integrated is assigned
and addressable. The MTE bit and the one or more SCS
bits are coupled into the micro-tile control logic 812.
[0084] The micro-tile control logic 812 is coupled to a
plurality of address signal lines 820 so as to couple ad-
dresses to the column address decoder 804 and/or the
row address decoder 802 through the address buffer 811.
The address buffer 811 may latch the address signals
on the internal address signal lines to hold them for the
address decoders. The control logic 812 is also coupled
to the mode register of the controller to receive the micro-
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tile enable bit and at least one sub-channel select bit in
order to support micro-tile memory accesses into the
memory array 801. In response to the micro-tile enable
bit and the at least one sub-channel select bit, the control
logic 812 selects one or more of the address signal lines
over which to capture independent address information
for a predetermined sub-channel to which it is assigned.
That is, only a subset of the address signal lines may be
assigned to a predetermined sub-channel. The control
logic 812 selects this subset of address signal lines to
extract the independent address information. Other ad-
dress signal lines may be used for other sub-channels
or some may be shared address signal lines into each
sub-channel. The control logic 812 couples the independ-
ent address information into the column address decoder
804 and/or the row address decoder 802. The selection
of the one or more address signal lines by the control
logic may be further responsive to a column address load
signal (CAS#) and a transaction enable signal.
[0085] Additional control logic may be added into and
around the micro-tile control logic 812 in order to further
swizzle the independent address information for one sig-
nificant bit to another significant bit position. This is to
provide a somewhat linear addressing method, such as
for screen refresh, when micro-tiling is enabled.
[0086] The sense amp array and write driver block 806
couples to the data input/output (I/O) bus and may re-
ceive control signals from the controller 808 to read data
from the memory array or write data into the memory
array 801. The sense amp array and write driver block
806 receives data to be written into the memory array
801 and drives data out that has been read from the mem-
ory array 801 over the data input/output (I/O) bus 821.
The data input/output (I/O) bus 821 includes bidirectional
data lines of the memory integrated circuit 800 that are
typically 4, 8 or 16 bits wide.
[0087] The memory array 801 consists of memory cells
that may be organized in rows and columns. The memory
cells are typically dynamic random access memory
(DRAM) cells but can optionally be a static type of random
access memory (SRAM) cell or a non-volatile program-
mable (NVRAM) type of re-writeable memory cell.
[0088] The row address decoder 802 receives a row
address on the address lines and generates a signal on
one of the word lines (WL) in order to address a row of
memory cells in the memory array 801. The column de-
coder 804 also receives a column address on the address
lines and selects which columns within the row of memory
cells are to be accessed. The column decoder 804 es-
sentially selects bitlines into memory cells that are to be
accessed. In a read access, the column decoder 804
functions as a multiplexer. In a write access, the column
decoder 804 functions as a demultiplexer. The column
address decoder 804 selectively accesses columns of
memory cells within the memory array 801 in response
to shared column address signals and if the micro-tile
enable bit within the mode register is set, the column
address decoder 804 selectively accesses columns of

memory cells within the memory array 801 further in re-
sponse to independent sub-channel column address sig-
nals.
[0089] The sense amp array and write driver block 406
may include sense amplifiers to determine whether a log-
ical one or logical zero has been stored within the ac-
cessed memory cells during a read operation. The ad-
dressed memory cells try to drive a logical one or logical
zero onto the selected bitlines of the memory array during
the read operation. The sense amplifiers detect whether
a logical one or logical zero has been driven out by the
addressed memory cells onto the selected bitlines of the
memory array during the read operation. The sense amp
array and write driver block 406 may further include write
drivers to drive a logical one or logical zero onto the se-
lected bitlines of the memory array and into the ad-
dressed memory cells during a write operation.
[0090] The precharge/refresh block 803 couples to the
bitlines in the memory array 801. The precharge/refresh
block 803 may precondition the bitlines prior to address-
ing the memory cells during a read or write operation.
The precharge/refresh block 803 may also refresh the
data stored in the memory cells of the memory array 801
during periods of inactivity.
[0091] During specific memory cycles, some existing
signal lines into the memory integrated circuit 800 are
not used and can be re-targeted during this time for other
purposes. For example during CAS (Column address
strobe) cycles, not all the address lines are used. These
unused address signal lines can be retargeted during the
CAS cycle to communicate additional address informa-
tion to the memory modules (e.g., DIMMs) and the mem-
ory integrated circuit devices therein. The memory con-
troller 208 in the memory control block 202 sends addi-
tional address information over these unused address
signal lines during the CAS cycle. The memory integrated
circuit 800 with the added micro-tile control logic circuitry
812 and bits within the mode register 810 recognizes and
decodes these overloaded signals on the previously un-
used address signal lines that were unused during the
CAS cycles.
[0092] Referring now to Figure 9A, to support micro-
tiling exemplary micro-tile memory control logic 812A
coupled to a mode register 810A within a memory inte-
grated circuit is illustrated. The exemplary implementa-
tion of the micro-tile memory control logic 812A decodes
overloaded address signal lines that have additional ad-
dress information provided during unused memory cy-
cles, such as a CAS cycle. The schematic diagram of the
micro-tile memory control logic 812A assumes that four
sub-channels are provided each of which has a logical
width of sixteen bytes to support micro-tiling.
[0093] Central to the micro-tile memory control logic
812A is a dual four input multiplexer 900 to capture the
independent address information. The dual four input
multiplexer 900 of the micro-tile memory control logic
812A selectively outputs shared column address signals
or independent sub-channel column address signals on
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the multiplexed output (A3’ and A4’). The outputs (A3’
and A4’) of the dual four input multiplexer are coupled to
the input of the column address decoder. The independ-
ent sub-channel column address signals are the one or
more independent column address signals that have
been selected to be received by the respective memory
sub-channel.
[0094] The micro-tile control logic 812A receives the
address lines from address pins of the memory integrated
circuit. The micro-tile control logic 812A provides ad-
dresses to the address buffer to be distributed to the row
address decoder and the column address decoder.
Some of the address pins of the memory integrated circuit
receive shared row address signals, shared column ad-
dress signals, independent column address signals, or
a combination thereof For example, address pins A5-A9
and A13 pass around the micro-tile control logic 812A
and may receive shared row address signals and/or
shared column address signals into each of the memory
sub-channels. Address pins A0-A4 and A10-A12 are cou-
pled into the dual four input multiplexer 900 and may
receive shared row address signals and independent col-
umn address signals if micro-tiling is enabled. If micro-
tiling is not enabled, address pins A3 and A4, coupled
into the dual four input multiplexer 900, may receive
shared row address signals and/or shared column ad-
dress signals. A column address load strobe pin CAS#
is coupled to the control logic 812A to receive a column
address load strobe signal and selectively receive the
appropriate one or more of the independent column ad-
dress signals on the address pins assigned to a given
sub-channel for capture inside the memory integrated
circuit. The column address load strobe signal may also
be used to receive and capture the shared column ad-
dress signals off of the appropriate address pins.
[0095] The mode register 810A may include three bit
storage circuits such as a flip flop or memory cell to store
settings of a micro-tile enable (MTE) bit, a sub-channel
select bit zero (SCS0) bit, and a sub-channel select bit
one (SCS1) bit. These three bits in the mode register
810A are programmed with the appropriate sub-channel
select bits and micro-tile enable bits. These three bits are
set/reset from bit settings that the memory integrated cir-
cuit receives during initialization such as at power-up or
reset. These three bits may also be set/reset when the
memory integrated circuit is idle with no memory access
in progress. The bit settings may be received over the
address or data signal lines and loaded into the mode
register in response to a load strobe signal generated by
one or more control line inputs coupled into the memory
integrated circuit. If micro-tiling is to be enabled in the
memory integrated circuit, the micro-tile enable bit MTE
is set. As the MTE bit is active high, it is set to a high
logic level. If active low, the MTE# bit is set to a logic low
level. In the exemplary control logic of Figure 9A, there
are possibly four or less sub-channels within a memory
channel. The SCS0 and SCS1 bits assign the memory
integrated circuit to one of four memory sub-channels.

Other memory integrated circuits on the same memory
module may be assigned to another one of the four mem-
ory sub-channels.
[0096] Independent address information for each of
the sub-channels is made available over the pre-existing
address lines, such as address lines A0-A4 and A10-
A12, during the CAS cycle. In this example, address lines
A3 and A4 are ordinarily used. Thus, address lines A0,
A1, A2, A10, A11, A12, and A13 are overloaded signal
lines (A13 may be the micro-tile transaction enable -
specified on a transaction basis). This method of over-
loading signal lines on existing address lines in effect
provides six additional address lines (A0-A2 and A10-
A12) to the memory integrated circuit devices without the
use of additional traces (i.e., wire routing) or the use of
additional pins.
[0097] The micro-tile memory control logic 812A is pro-
vided in each memory integrated circuit so that proper
independent sub-channel address information is select-
ed from the address lines A0-A4 and A10-A12 in re-
sponse to the sub-channel select bits stored in the mode
register. The settings of the sub-channel select bits are
routed from the mode register 810A to the micro-tile
memory control logic 812A to control the input selection
process of the multiplexer 900. The output terminals of
the multiplexer 900 are coupled to address signal lines
A3’ and A4’. Address signal lines A3’ and A4’ are coupled
to an address decoder (e.g., column address decoder
804) to select memory cells within the memory array.
[0098] The micro-tile control logic may overload the
memory address signal lines A3’ and A4’ during the col-
umn address write access time when CAS# is active low
("CAS cycle"). That is, address bits A0, A1, A2, A10, A11
and A12 are normally unused address bits when the col-
umn address is being written to the memory integrated
circuit without micro-tiling. Address bits A3 and A4, sub-
stituted by A3’ and A4’, are address bits that are used to
write the column address to the memory integrated cir-
cuit. While address bits are normally unused without mi-
cro-tiling during the CAS cycle, they may be used to se-
lect the row address in a memory integrated circuit when
the row address is being written into the memory inte-
grated circuit when RAS# is active low ("RAS cycle").
This is referred to herein as address overloading. While
A0, A1, A2, A10, A11 and A12 are illustrated as being
the unused address bits during column address strobe
CAS# in Figure 9A, different unused address bits may
be utilized as the overloaded address signal lines to sup-
port micro-tiling.
[0099] The micro-tile memory control logic 812A in-
cludes the dual four input multiplexer 900, a three input
AND gate 903, a plurality of two input AND gates
904-911, and a plurality of inverters 912-918 coupled to-
gether as shown. It is well understood that an AND gate
may be formed by the combination of a NAND gate with
an inverter having its coupled to the output of the NAND
gate.
[0100] The dual four-input multiplexer 900 is a pair of
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four to one multiplexers each having a first select control
input S0 coupled together and a second select control
input S1 coupled together. The first four to one multiplex-
er receives inputs 1I0-1I3 and provides the output 1Y in
response to the select control inputs S0 and S1. The
second four to one multiplexer receives inputs 2I0-2I3
and provides the output 2Y in response to the select con-
trol inputs S0 and S 1. If S0 and S 1 are both logical low
or zero, the inputs 1I0 and 2I0 are multiplexed onto the
respective outputs 1Y and 2Y. If SO is a logical high or
one and S 1 is a logical low or zero, the inputs 1I1 and
2I1 are multiplexed onto the respective outputs 1Y and
2Y. If S0 is a logical low or zero and S 1 is a logical high
or one, the inputs 1I2 and 2I2 are multiplexed onto the
respective outputs 1Y and 2Y. If S0 and S1 are both
logical high or one, the inputs 1I3 and 2I3 are multiplexed
onto the respective outputs 1Y and 2Y.
[0101] The first four-input multiplexer of the dual four-
input multiplexer 900 receives the address bits A3, A0,
A1, and A2 at its respective 1I0-1I3 inputs and selects
one of them to be driven onto the address signal line A3’
at its 1Y output. The second four-input multiplexer re-
ceives address bits A4 and A10-A12 at its respective
2I0-2I3 inputs and selects one of them to be driven onto
the address signal line A4’ at its 2Y output. The select
control inputs S0 and S 1 are respectively coupled to the
outputs of the AND gates 904-905.
[0102] The AND gate 903 generates a micro-tile mode
signal (MTM) 902A at its output. The micro-tile mode sig-
nal 902A is active high and generated at the appropriate
time when the independent address signals are on the
overloaded address signal lines coupled into the dual
four-input multiplexer 900. Inverter 912 inverts the active
low CAS# signal into an active high CAS signal at its
output which is coupled into an input of the AND gate
903. AND gate 903 logically ands the CAS signal, the
MTE bit setting (ME), and the transaction enable signal
(TE, address bit A13) to generate the micro-tile mode
signal 902A. That is if micro-tile is enabled by the MTE
bit and the transaction is enabled by the TE signal, the
micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A is generated when
CAS# goes low.
[0103] The micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A is cou-
pled into the inputs of AND gates 904 and 905 to gate
the sub-channel select bits SCS0 and SCS1. If the micro-
tile mode signal (MTM) 902A is low for any reason, the
select controls S0 and S 1 into the multiplexer 900 are
logically low or zero at the output of the AND gates 904
and 905. With S0 and S 1 being both logical low or zero,
the address bits A3 and A4 respectively coupled to the
inputs 1I0 and 2I0 are respectively multiplexed onto the
address signal lines A3’ and A4’ at the respective outputs
1Y and 2Y. Bits A3 and A4 merely pass through to signal
lines A3’ and A4’ respectively. This is the default condition
if micro-tiling is not enabled or if bits A3 and A4 are used
for any other purpose, such as row addressing.
[0104] When the micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A
is active high, the sub-channel select bits SCS0 and

SCS1 are respectively coupled into the select control in-
puts S0 and S 1 of the multiplexer 900 by passing through
the AND gates 904 and 905, respectively. Thus, when
the micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A is generated to
be active high by the AND gate 903, the sub-channel
select bits SCS0 and SCS1 control the selection of the
multiplexing of the respective four inputs to the respective
outputs of the multiplexer 900. Effectively the settings of
the sub-channel select bits SCS0 and SCS1, indicating
the sub-channel to which the memory IC may be as-
signed, determines which address bit lines coupled into
the multiplexer 900 are used to capture the independent
address signals during the CAS cycle.
[0105] The settings of the sub-channel select bits
SCS0 and SCS1 will vary from one sub-channel to the
next. For four sub-channels, there are four different set-
tings for SCS0 and SCS1 respectively. Note however
that micro-tile control logic designed to support four sub-
channels can be readily reduced to support two sub-
channels by using only two different settings of the sub-
channel select bits SCS0 and SCS1. With the different
settings for SCS0 and SCS1, the multiplexer 900 selects
different address signal lines to capture the independent
address signals when the micro-tile mode signal is gen-
erated.
[0106] The micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A is also
coupled into the inverters 913-918 at a first input to the
AND gates 906-911, respectively. The address signals
A0, A1, A2, A10, A11, and A12 are respectively coupled
into the second input of the AND gates 906-911. The
micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A effectively gates the
signals on the address lines A0, A1, A2, A10, A11, and
A12 into the memory integrated circuit respectively at the
outputs A0’, A1’, A2’, A10’, A11’, and A12’ of the AND
gates 906-911. That is, when the micro-tile mode signal
(MTM) 902A is logically low or zero, the AND gates
906-911 allow the signals on address lines A0, A1, A2,
A10, A11, and A12 to pass through onto the outputs A0’,
A1’, A2’, A10’, A11’, and A12’ and to the address decod-
ers. When the micro-tile mode signal (MTM) 902A is log-
ically high or one, the AND gates 906-911 drive all the
outputs A0’, A1’, A2’, A10’, A11’, and A12’ to logical low
or zero. Thus when the micro-tile mode signal (MTM)
902A is active high to capture the independent address
information, the outputs A0’, A1’, A2’, A10’, A11’, and
A12’ are not used as they are all driven to zero.
[0107] Referring now to Figure 9B, to support micro-
tiling a mode register 810B coupled to micro-tile control
logic 812B within a memory integrated circuit is illustrat-
ed. The micro-tile control logic 812B functions somewhat
similar to the micro-tile control logic 812A, but for the use
of active low control signaling and the support of two sub-
channels within a memory channel. The circuitry in the
micro-tile control logic 812B has been formed to reduce
delays in the selection of the independent address sig-
nals on the address signal lines through the select control
inputs of the multiplexers. With two memory sub-chan-
nels to support, the micro-tile control logic 812B receives
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two independent sets of address signals on the address
signal lines from which to choose to receive. Central to
the micro-tile memory control logic 812B is a hex two-
input multiplexer 901A to capture the independent ad-
dress information from the address signal lines. The hex
two-input multiplexer 901A in the micro-tile control logic
812B receives more and different address signal lines
on which independent sets of address signals may be
selectively received. That is, the number of I independent
address bits illustrated in Figures 6 is greater. As a result,
the independently addressable memory space within a
memory sub-channel is greater.
[0108] The micro-tile control logic 812B is coupled to
the address pins of the memory integrated circuit includ-
ing address pins A0-A8 and A10-A13. Independent ad-
dress information for each of the sub-channels is made
available over these pre-existing address lines during the
CAS cycle. The micro-tile control logic selectively forms
the independent sub-channel address signals on the in-
ternal address signal lines A3’-A8’. The internal address
signal lines A0’-A8’ and A11’-A13’ are coupled to the ad-
dress decoders through the address buffer. The address
buffer may latch the address signals on the internal ad-
dress signal lines A0’-A8’ and A11’-A13’ and A9-A10 in
response to the RAS# and CAS# strobe signals and then
couple the address signals to the address decoders. Ad-
dress pins A0-A8 and A10-A13 have overloaded address
signals during unused memory cycles and are coupled
to the inputs of the hex two-input multiplexer 901A as
shown. Address signal lines A3-A8 is a first set of address
signal lines over which a first set of independent address
signals may be coupled into a first memory sub-channel.
Address signal lines A0-A2 and A11-A13 is a second set
of address signal lines over which a second set of inde-
pendent address signals may be coupled into a second
memory sub-channel. In response to a first sub-channel
select bit (SCS0) and a micro-tile mode signal (MTM#)
902B, the micro-tile control logic 812B generally selects
between receiving the first set of independent address
signals for a first memory sub-channel or the second set
of independent address signals for a second memory
sub-channel. The selected set of independent address
signals is provided at the output of the hex two-input mul-
tiplexer 901A. These independent address signals are
coupled into the memory integrated circuit to independ-
ently address different memory locations within a set of
common memory locations formed by the SA shared ad-
dress bits that may be coupled into each memory sub-
channel.
[0109] Independent address information for each of
the sub-channels is made available over the pre-existing
address lines, such as address lines A0-A4 and A10-
A12, during the CAS cycle. In this example, address lines
A3-A8 are ordinarily used. Thus, address lines A0-A2,
and A10-A12 are overloaded signal lines (A13 may be
the micro-tile transaction enable - specified on a trans-
action basis). This method of overloading signal lines on
existing address lines in effect provides six additional ad-

dress lines (A0-A2 and A10-A12) to the memory integrat-
ed circuit devices without the use of additional traces
(i.e., wire routing) or the use of additional pins.
[0110] The mode register 810B may include two bit
storage circuits such as a flip flop or memory cell to store
settings of an active low micro-tile enable bit MTE# and
a sub-channel select bit zero (SCS0). The mode register
receives bit settings for these two bits. The bit settings
are loaded into the mode register using a load strobe
signal generated by one or more control signals. These
three bits are set/reset from bit settings that the memory
integrated circuit receives during initialization such as at
power-up or reset. These three bits may also be set/reset
when the memory integrated circuit is idle with no mem-
ory access in progress. The bit settings may be received
over the address or data signal lines and loaded into the
mode register in response to a load strobe signal gener-
ated by one or more control line inputs coupled into the
memory integrated circuit.
[0111] The MTE# bit and the SCS0 bit in the mode
register 810A are programmed with the appropriate sub-
channel select bit and micro-tile enable bit. If micro-tiling
is to be enabled in the memory integrated circuit, the
micro-tile enable bit (MTE#), an active low signal, can be
set to a logic low level. The micro-tile enable bit is set
when the memory sub-system supports micro-tiling. Oth-
erwise the micro-tile enable bit is not set so that the mem-
ory integrated circuit is backward compatible with older
systems that do not support micro-tiling. In the exemplary
control logic of Figure 9B, there are two possible sub-
channels within a memory channel. The SCS0 bit assigns
the memory integrated circuit to one of the two memory
sub-channels within the memory channel. Other memory
integrated circuits on the same memory module may be
assigned to the other memory sub-channel.
[0112] The micro-tile memory control logic 812B is pro-
vided in each memory integrated circuit so that proper
independent sub-channel address information may be
selected from the address signal pins in response to the
sub-channel select bit(s) stored in the mode register. The
settings of the sub-channel select bit(s) are routed from
the mode register to the micro-tile memory control logic
to control the input selection process of the multiplexer
901 A.
[0113] The micro-tile control logic 812B includes a first
hex two-input multiplexer 901A, a second hex two-input
multiplexer 901B, a plurality of AND gates 906-911, a
plurality of inverters 913-918, and a thee-input OR gate
923 coupled together as illustrated in Figure 9B. It is well
understood that an OR gate may be formed by coupling
the input of an inverter to the output of a NOR gate. The
well known formation of an AND gate was previously pro-
vided.
[0114] The outputs of the first hex two-input multiplexer
901 A are coupled into the first of the two inputs of each
of the multiplexers in the second hex two-input multiplex-
er 901B. The address bits or signal lines A3, A4, A5, A6,
A7, and A8 are coupled into the second of the two inputs
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of each of the multiplexers in the second hex two-input
multiplexer 901B. The output terminals of the second hex
two-input multiplexer 901B are coupled to address signal
lines A3’-A8’. Address signal lines A3’-A8’ are coupled
to an address decoder (e.g., column address decoder
804) to select memory cells within the memory array. An
address buffer may latch or register the address signal
lines A3’-A8’ to hold there states so that they can be
decoded by the address decoder.
[0115] The first hex two-input multiplexer 901 A has its
select control S0 coupled to the sub-channel select zero
(SCS0) bit such that the output of the multiplexer 901A
is directly controlled by the sub-channel assignment of
the memory integrated circuit. In this manner the selected
outputs are well settled to minimize propagation delay of
the address signals. The second hex two-input multiplex-
er 901B has its select control input S0 coupled to the
output of the three input OR gate 923, the active low
micro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B. If the active low
micro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B is logically low or
zero, micro-tiling memory accesses are enabled such
that the outputs of the first hex two-input multiplexer 901A
are the respective logical outputs of the second hex two-
input multiplexer 901B on address signal lines A3’-A8’.
If micro-tiling access is not enabled, MTM# is high such
that the second of the two inputs of each of the multiplex-
ers in the second hex two-input multiplexer 901B is se-
lected and the address signal lines A3-A8 are coupled
onto the independent sub-channel column address lines
A3’-A8’. In this case, the first hex 2 input multiplexer 901A
has no effect on the address signals A3-A8 which are
effectively routed around the micro-tile control logic 812B
and driven onto the internal address lines A3’-A8’, re-
spectively.
[0116] The hex two-input multiplexers 941A-901B are
six two-to-one multiplexers having a select control input
S0 coupled together. The first two to one multiplexer re-
ceives inputs 1I0 and 1I1 and provides the output 1Y in
response to the select control input S0. The second two
to one multiplexer receives inputs 2I0 and 2I1 and pro-
vides the output 2Y in response to the select control input
S0. The third two to one multiplexer receives inputs 3I0
and 3I1 and provides the output 3Y in response to the
select control input S0. The fourth two to one multiplexer
receives inputs 4I0 and 4I1 and provides the output 4Y
in response to the select control input S0. The fifth two
to one multiplexer receives inputs 510 and 5I1 and pro-
vides the output 5Y in response to the select control input
S0. The sixth two to one multiplexer receives inputs 610
and 6I1 and provides the output 6Y in response to the
select control input S0. If S0 is a logical low or zero, the
inputs 1I0, 2I0, 310,410, 510, and 6I0 are respectively
driven onto the outputs 1Y, 2Y, 3Y, 4Y, 5Y, and 6Y. If S0
is a logical high or one, the inputs 1I1, 2I1, 3I1, 4I1, 5I1,
and 6I1 are respectively driven onto the outputs 1Y, 2Y,
3Y, 4Y, 5Y, and 6Y.
[0117] As discussed previously, the three input OR
gate 923 generates the active low micro-tile mode

(MTM#) signal 902B at its output. At its inputs, the three
input OR gate 923 receives the micro-tile enable bit
MTE#, the column address strobe CAS# signal, and the
transaction enable bit TE# (address line A10). If all of
these three inputs are low logic levels or zeroes, the mi-
cro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B is logically low or zero
to selectively receive independent sub-channel address
signals from the overloaded address lines. This requires
that micro-tiling be enabled by the micro-tile enable bit
being set to its active low level or zero; the micro-tile
transaction is enabled by the address line A10 being set
to logical low or zero; and the column addresses are to
be strobed into the memory integrated circuit by the CAS#
control signal being strobed to a logical low or zero. That
is, all these input signals are active low into the control
logic 812B for micro-tiling memory accesses. If any one
of the inputs MTE#, CAS#, or TE# are a logical high or
one, micro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B is logically high
or a one. With the micro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B
being logically high or a one, the second hex two-input
multiplexer 901B of the control logic 812B passes
through the address signals A3-A8 onto the internal ad-
dress lines A3’-A8’ as normal, without selecting any in-
dependent sub-channel address signal information. Re-
quiring more than one signal to enable micro-tile access-
es provides assurances that the micro-tile mode will not
be entered by mistake through an error in only one bit
signal.
[0118] The AND gates 906-911 in the control logic
812B operate similarly to AND gates 906-911 in control
logic 812A but gate different address signals and can do
so without the inverters 913-918 as the micro-tile mode
(MTM#) signal 902B is an active low signal. Thus, AND
gates 906-911 in the control logic 812B gate the address
signals A0-A2 and A11-A12 to zero on the internal ad-
dress lines A0’-A2’ and A11’-A12’, respectively, in the
response to the micro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B be-
ing active low.
[0119] Referring now to Figure 9C, a schematic dia-
gram of address swizzle logic 930 is illustrated coupled
to a mode register 810C. The address swizzle logic 930
illustrated in Figure 9C is for a memory channel having
two memory sub-channels. The swizzle control logic may
be appended before or after the overload or micro-tile
control logic 812A or 812B illustrated in Figures 9A and
9B.
[0120] Briefly, the address swizzle logic 930 is provid-
ed so that a somewhat linear addressing capability is
possible with the micro-tiled memory controllers, such as
may be desired during a screen refresh. The address
swizzle logic 930 selectively reorders or transposes the
significance of the address bits received from the mem-
ory controller. One way of doing this is to swap bit posi-
tions. Another way that this may be accomplished is to
selectively invert the address bits.
[0121] The address swizzle logic 930 includes a dual
two-input multiplexer 935, a NOR gate 936, and exclusive
OR (XOR) gates 937-938 coupled together as shown.
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The dual two-input multiplexer 935 includes a pair of two
input multiplexers with their select control inputs S0 cou-
pled together and to the swizzle control signal (SWZ) 932
that is output from the NOR gate 936. The address bits
or pins A4 and A3 are respectively coupled to the 1I0 and
2I0 inputs of the multiplexer 935 and selected to be output
when the select control input S0 is logically low or zero.
The outputs of the XOR gates 937-938 are respectively
coupled to the 1I1 and 2I1 inputs of the multiplexer 935
and selected to be output when the select control input
S0 is logically high or one.
[0122] The sub-channel select bit one (SCS1) and the
sub-channel select bit zero (SCS0) are respectively cou-
pled into a first input of the exclusive-OR (XOR) gates
937-938. Address bits A3 and A4 are respectively cou-
pled into the second input of the XOR gates 937 and 938.
If the SCS 1 bit is set to one, the XOR gate 937 inverts
the address bit A3 at its output that is coupled into 1I1 of
the multiplexer 935. If the SCS0 bit is set to one, the XOR
gate 938 inverts the address bit A4 at its output that is
coupled into 2I1 of the multiplexer 935. In this manner,
the settings of the SCS1 and SCS0 bits may effectively
invert the address signals on the address bit lines A3 and
A4.
[0123] The NOR gate 936 generates the swizzle con-
trol signal (SWZ) 932 at its output that is coupled into the
select control input S0 of the dual two-input multiplexer
935. The swizzle control signal (SWZ) 932, an active high
signal, selects whether or not the swizzled address bits
are selected to be output from the dual two-input multi-
plexer 935. If the swizzle control signal (SWZ) 932 is
logically high or one and coupled into the select control
input S0 of the dual two-input multiplexer 935, the swiz-
zled address bits output from the XOR gates 937 and
938 are selected to be driven onto the respective address
lines A4" and A3" at the output of the multiplexer 935.
This occurs if micro-tiling is enabled by the active low
micro-tile enable bit MTE#, CAS# strobe signal is logi-
cally low to capture column address information, and the
TE# bit is logically low to enable a micro-tile transaction
that are input into the NOR gate 936. However, if the
swizzle control signal (SWZ) 932 is logically low or zero
coupled into the select control input S0 of the dual two-
input multiplexer 935, the address bits A4 and A3 pass
through onto the respective address lines A4" and A3"
at the output of the multiplexer 935 without swizzling.
This may occur if micro-tiling is not enabled by the active
low micro-tile enable bit MTE#, or if the CAS# strobe
signal is not logically low to capture column address in-
formation, or if the TE# bit is not logically low to enable
a micro-tile transaction.
[0124] The mode register 810C is similar to mode reg-
ister 810B but stores the setting of the additional bit
(SCS1). The mode register 810C includes three bit stor-
age circuits such as a flip flop or memory cell to store
settings of the active low micro-tile enable bit MTE#, the
sub-channel select bit zero (SCS0), and the sub-channel
select bit one (SCS1). The mode register receives bit

settings for these bits. The bit settings are loaded into
the mode register using a load strobe signal generated
by one or more control signals. These three bits are set/
reset from bit settings that the memory integrated circuit
receives during initialization such as at power-up or reset.
These three bits may also be set/reset when the memory
integrated circuit is idle with no memory access in
progress. The bit settings may be received over the ad-
dress or data signal lines and loaded into the mode reg-
ister in response to a load strobe signal generated by
one or more control line inputs coupled into the memory
integrated circuit.
[0125] As it may be important to maintain address sig-
nal delay as small as possible, the address swizzling logic
of Figure 9B may be combined with the overload logic
illustrated in Figure 9C and simplified to reduce signal
delay on the internal address signal lines.
[0126] Referring now to Figure 9D, combined swizzle
and micro-tile control logic 950 coupled to the mode reg-
ister 810C in a memory integrated circuit is illustrated.
The control logic 950 combines and simplifies the ad-
dress swizzle logic 930 of Figure 9C with the overload or
micro-tile control logic 812B of Figure 9B. Thus, the com-
bined swizzle and micro-tile control logic 950 functions
similar to the separate components of the micro-tile con-
trol logic 812B and the address swizzle logic 930. The
goal of the simplification in the control logic 950 is to
reduce the time delay in the address signal path to the
address decoders and address buffer in the memory in-
tegrated circuit. The pair of hex two input multiplexers
901 A and 901 B have been simplified down to a single
hex three-input multiplexer 960.
[0127] The mode register 810C is as previously de-
scribed including the active low micro-tile enabled bit
(MTE#), the SCS0 bit, and the SCS 1 bit. The mode reg-
ister bits may be loaded from bit settings with a load
strobe generated from control signals coupled into the
memory integrated circuit.
[0128] The control logic 950 includes the hex three-
input multiplexer 960, AND gates 906-910, OR gate 923,
AND gate 969, exclusive NOR (XNOR) gates 974-975,
and an inverter 976 coupled together as shown. The ex-
clusive NOR (XNOR) gates 974-975 may alternatively
be exclusive OR (XOR) gates with the bits settings of
SCS0 and SCS1 being inverted. The control logic 950 is
coupled to the address pins A0-A8 and A10-A13 to re-
ceive the address signals and generate the internal ad-
dress signaling on address signal lines A0’-A8’ and A10’-
A13’. Address signal input A10 performs double duty as
the transaction enable bit TE# in a micro-tile mode and
as the address input signal.
[0129] In the control logic, the address signal lines from
the address pins may first be coupled into address swiz-
zle logic before being coupled to inputs of the hex 3-input
multiplexer 960. For example, address A4 is coupled into
an input of the XNOR gate 974, address A1 is coupled
into the XNOR gate 975, and address A0 is coupled into
the inverter 976. If the SCS0 bit is set to a logical low or
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zero, the XNOR gates 974-975 invert the respective ad-
dress signals A4 and A1 prior to being respectively cou-
pled into the 1I0 and 1I1 inputs of the multiplexer 960. If
the SCS0 bit is set to a logical high or one, the XNOR
gates 974-975 pass the respective address signals A4
and A1 without inversion which are then coupled into the
1I0 and 1I1 inputs of the multiplexer 960, respectively.
[0130] The hex three-input multiplexer 960 has six
three-to-one multiplexers having a first select control in-
put S0 coupled together and a second select control input
S 1 coupled together. The first three-to-one multiplexer
receives inputs 1I0, 1I1, and 1I2 and provides the output
1 Y in response to the select control inputs S0 and S1.
The second three-to-one multiplexer receives inputs 2I0,
2I1, and 2I2 and provides the output 2Y in response to
the select control inputs S0 and S1. The third three-to-
one multiplexer receives inputs 3I0, 3I1, and 3I2 and pro-
vides the output 3Y in response to the select control in-
puts S0 and S1. The fourth three-to-one multiplexer re-
ceives inputs 4I0, 4I1, and 4I2 and provides the output
4Y in response to the select control inputs S0 and S1.
The fifth three-to-one multiplexer receives inputs 5I0, 5I1,
and 512 and provides the output 5Y in response to the
select control inputs S0 and S1. The sixth three-to-one
multiplexer receives inputs 6I0, 6I1, and 6I2 and provides
the output 6Y in response to the select control inputs S0
and S1.
[0131] The hex three-input multiplexer 960 has the first
select control input S0 and the second select control input
S 1 to select which of the three inputs are to coupled to
the respective outputs. As it possible with two select con-
trol inputs to select one of four, the truth table for the hex
3-input multiplexer will now be described. If both select
bits S0 and S 1 are set to zero, the I0 inputs are selected
to be output from the multiplexer. If the S0 bit is set to 1
and the S1 bit is set to zero, the I1 inputs are selected to
be output from the multiplexer. If the S1 bit it set to one,
the I2 inputs are selected to be output from the multiplexer
regardless of the bit setting for S0. That is, in this last
case, S0 input into the hex 3-input multiplexer is a don’t
care when the S1 bit is set to one as it is over-riding.
[0132] As discussed previously, OR gate 923 gener-
ates an active low micro-tile mode signal (MTM#) 902B.
The active low micro-tile mode signal (MTM#) 902B is
coupled into the second select control input S 1 of the
multiplexer 960. The respective I2 inputs into the multi-
plexer 960 are the address bits A3-A8. The respective
I1 inputs into the multiplexer 960 are the output from
XNOR gate 975, the output from inverter 976, and ad-
dress bits A2, A11, A12, and A13, respectively. The re-
spective I0 inputs into the multiplexer 960 are the output
from XNOR gate 974, and address bits A3, A5, A6, A7,
and A8, respectively.
[0133] As discussed previously, the micro-tile mode
signal (MTM#) 902B is an active low signal. However if
the micro-tile mode signal (MTM#) 902B is logically high
or a one, the I2 inputs are selected to be output from the
multiplexer regardless of the bit setting for the first select

control input S0. That is, the I2 inputs (address bits A3-
A8) are selected to be passed through the multiplexer
960 and driven out onto the internal address signal lines
A3’-A8’, if the micro-tile mode signal (MTM#) 902B is high
or a one.
[0134] If the micro-tile mode signal (MTM#) 902B is
generated to be an active low signal by the input condi-
tions to the OR gate 923, the SCS1 bit coupled into the
first select control input of multiplexer selects either the
I0 inputs or the I1 inputs into the multiplexer 960 to be
generated at its respective Y outputs. If the SCS1 bit is
set to a logical low or zero and coupled into S0, the I0
inputs (output from XNOR gate 974, and address bits
A3, A5, A6, A7, and A8) are selected to be output from
the multiplexer 960 onto the respective internal address
signal lines A3’-A8’. In this manner the independent ad-
dress information for the sub-channel zero may be se-
lected off the address lines, swizzled, and captured. How-
ever if the SCS1 bit is set to a logical high or one and
coupled into S0, the I1 inputs (output from XNOR gate
975, the output from inverter 976, and address bits A2,
A11, A12, and A13) are selected to be output from the
multiplexer 960 onto the respective internal address sig-
nal lines A3’-A8’. In this manner the independent address
information for the sub-channel one may be selected off
the address lines, swizzled, and captured.
[0135] The AND gates 906-911 in the control logic 930
function similarly to the AND gates 906-911 in the control
logic 812B gating the same address signals A0-A2 and
A11-A12 to zero on the internal address lines A0’-A2’
and A11’-A12’, respectively, in the response to the micro-
tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B being active low. Addition-
ally, AND gate 969 gates the address signal A10 to zero
on the internal address line A10’ in the response to the
micro-tile mode (MTM#) signal 902B being active low
[0136] Referring now to Figure 10, a method 1000 for
the memory integrated circuit is illustrated to provide mi-
cro-tile memory operations.
[0137] At block 1002, the memory integrated circuits
are assigned to their respective independent memory
sub-channels of the memory channel. That is, the one or
more sub-channel select bits in the mode register within
the memory integrated circuit are set to assign the mem-
ory IC to a predetermined memory sub-channel.
[0138] At block 1004, micro-tile memory access into
the memory integrated circuits is enabled. That is, the
micro-tile enable MTE bit in the mode register within the
memory integrated circuit is set to enable micro-tile mem-
ory accesses therein. If the MTE bit is active high, it is
set to a high logic level. If the MTE bit is active low
("MTE#"), the MTE# bit is set to a logic low level.
[0139] At block 1006, memory cells in one or more
memory integrated circuits in one memory sub-channel
are independently addressed from memory cells in one
or more memory integrated circuits in another sub-chan-
nel. That is, the memory integrated circuits are independ-
ently addressed in their respective independent memory
sub-channels to independently access memory in each
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memory sub-channel.
[0140] As discussed previously, the independent ad-
dressing into the sub-channels may be provided in dif-
ferent ways. One way that independent addressing into
the sub-channels may be provided is by concurrently
capturing independent address information in each re-
spective memory sub-channel on pre-existing address
signal lines during unused memory cycles, such as dur-
ing a CAS cycle where column addresses are being writ-
ten. Another way that independent addressing into the
sub-channels may be provided is by routing independent
address signal lines between a memory controller and
the memory integrated circuits in the respective inde-
pendent memory sub-channels of the memory channel.
[0141] Yet another way that independent addressing
into the sub-channels may be provided is by re-assigning
unused pins of an edge connection to be independent
address pins and routing independent address signal
lines between the independent address pins of the edge
connector and the plurality of memory integrated circuits
in the respective independent memory sub-channels on
a memory module. In which case, the independent ad-
dressing may be further provided by routing independent
address signal lines between a memory controller and
pins of an edge connector to couple to the independent
address pins of the edge connection on the memory mod-
ule. The unused pins of the edge connection may be error
correction control pins, parity pins, or a combination
thereof.
[0142] So long as micro-tiling is enabled, the micro-tile
memory accesses may occur over a memory channel
into each memory sub-channel. At block 1008, a deter-
mination is made as to whether or not micro-tiling is still
enabled in the memory integrated circuits. A check of the
MTE bit in the mode register may be made to determine
whether or not micro-tiling is still enabled or not. If micro-
tiling is still enabled, the process jumps back to block
1006 ready for the next access into the memory integrat-
ed circuits using micro-tiling. If micro-tiling is no longer
enabled, the process ends and normal linear addressing
may occur.
[0143] Previously, integrated graphics controllers
based on UMA memory architectures tended to be band-
width limited. Modeling of the embodiments of the inven-
tion suggests that applying micro-tiling to UMA memory
architectures can reduce texture memory access band-
width by 20-40% to make memory accesses more effi-
cient. Color and depth memory access bandwidth can
be reduced by about 10-20% for game workloads by ap-
plying micro-tiling to make memory accesses more effi-
cient.
[0144] To support a micro-tiling memory architecture,
the memory subsystem has been improved to allow sub-
channel accesses. Embodiments of the invention have
shown that micro-tiling can be implemented and still be
backward compatible with pre-existing memory module
form factors and standards. Previously, there was no
method available to route additional address signal lines

over the pre-existing memory module (e.g., DIMM) con-
nectors. Embodiments of the invention have provided a
solution to this by overloading the pre-existing address
lines with independent address information for each sub-
channel. Other methods to supply the independent ad-
dress information to each sub-channel may be provided
if backward compatibility is not important.
[0145] While certain exemplary embodiments have
been described and shown in the accompanying draw-
ings, it is to be understood that such embodiments are
merely illustrative of and not restrictive on the broad in-
vention, and that the embodiments of the invention not
be limited to the specific constructions and arrangements
shown and described, since various other modifications
may occur to those ordinarily skilled in the art. The in-
vention is only limited by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A memory integrated circuit (800) comprising a
memory channel to couple to a memory array (801),
the memory channel having a plurality of address
pins (755) to receive row address signals and column
address signals, a column address load strobe pin
to receive a column address load strobe signal
(CAS#), and a column address decoder (804) to ac-
cess columns of memory cells within the memory
array,
the memory channel having a plurality of independ-
ent sub-channels (205A-205D);
characterized by:

the plurality of address pins (755) being divided
into subsets, each subset to receive independ-
ent column address signals, the independent
column address signals for each sub-channel
being independent of the independent column
address signals for each other sub-channel;
the column address load strobe signal to control
the selective reception of one or more of the in-
dependent column address signals on the plu-
rality of address pins (755);
a register (810) to store a micro-tile enable bit
and a first sub-channel select bit;
a first plurality of multiplexers (901A) each hav-
ing a first select control input coupled together
and coupled to the first sub-channel select bit to
select one of a plurality of multiplexer (901A)
inputs to couple a respective multiplexer (901A)
output, the plurality of multiplexer (901A) inputs
coupled to the subset of the plurality of address
pins (755) to receive the independent column
addresses, the first plurality of multiplexers
(901A) to select one or more of the independent
column address signals as independent sub-
channel column address signals, independent
of the other sub-channels, to be provided on the
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respective multiplexer (901A) outputs in re-
sponse to the first sub-channel select bit, where-
in the first sub-channel select bit is to assign the
sub-channels of the memory array; and
the column address decoder (804) coupled to
the respective outputs of the first plurality of mul-
tiplexers (901A), the column address decoder
(804) to selectively access columns of memory
cells within a memory array (801) in response
to shared column address signals and the inde-
pendent column address signals of the sub-
channel in response to the micro tile enable bit.

2. The memory integrated circuit of claim 1, wherein
the independent sub-channel column address sig-
nals are associated with a predetermined memory
sub-channel of a plurality of memory sub-channels.

3. The memory integrated circuit of claim 1, wherein
the first plurality of multiplexers (901A) is adapted to
select the one or more of the independent column
address signals as the independent sub-channel col-
umn address signals in further response to the micro-
file enable bit.

4. The memory integrated circuit of claim 3, wherein
the first plurality of multiplexers (901A) is adapted to
select the one or more of the independent column
address signals as the independent sub-channel col-
umn address signals in further response to the col-
umn address load strobe signal and a transaction
enable signal.

5. The memory integrated circuit of claim 4, wherein
the register (810) is arranged to further store a sec-
ond sub-channel select bit, and the first plurality of
multiplexers (901A) is adapted to select the one or
more of the independent column address signals as
the independent sub-channel column address sig-
nals in further response to the second sub-channel
select bit.

6. The memory integrated circuit of claim 1, wherein
the first plurality of multiplexers are three-into-one
multiplexers (960) each having a second select con-
trol input coupled together and to a micro-tile mode
signal, the first plurality of multiplexers (960) being
adapted to select the one or more of the independent
column address signals as the independent sub-
channel column address signals in further response
to the micro-tile mode signal.

7. The memory integrated circuit of claim 6, further
comprising the register (810) being arranged to fur-
ther store a second sub-channel select bit, and
wherein the memory integrated circuit further in-
cludes swizzle logic coupled between one or more
of the plurality of address pins and the first plurality

of multiplexers (901A), the swizzle logic (936) being
adapted to selectively invert one or more of the in-
dependent column address signals coupled into the
first plurality of multiplexers (901A) in response to
the second sub-channel select bit.

8. The memory integrated circuit of claim 1, further
comprising:

a second plurality of multiplexers (9018) coupled
between the first plurality of multiplexers (901A)
and the column address decoder (804), each of
the multiplexers of the second plurality of multi-
plexers (901B) having a second select control
input coupled together and to a micro-tile mode
signal, a first half of the plurality of multiplexer
inputs of the second plurality of multiplexers
(901B) respectively coupled to the multiplexer
outputs of the first plurality of multiplexers
(901A) and a second half of the plurality of mul-
tiplexer inputs of the second plurality of multi-
plexers (901B) respectively coupled to the plu-
rality of address pins, the second plurality of mul-
tiplexers (901B) being adapted to select the mul-
tiplexer outputs of the first plurality of multiplex-
ers (901A) to be provided on respective multi-
plexer outputs in response to the micro-tile mode
signal being active and to select the shared row
address signals and shared column address sig-
nals to be provided on the respective multiplexer
outputs in response to the micro-tile mode signal
being inactive.

Patentansprüche

1. Integrierte Speicherschaltung (800) mit einem Spei-
cherkanal zur Verbindung mit einem Speicherfeld
(801), wobei der Speicherkanal mehrere Adressan-
schlüsse (755) zur Entgegennahme von Zeilen-
adresssignalen und Spaltenadresssignalen, einen
Spaltenadressladeimpulsanschluss zur Entgegen-
nahme eines Spaltenadressladeimpulssignals
(CAS#) aufweist, und einen Spaltenadressdekoder
(804) zum Zugriff auf Spalten von Speicherzellen im
Speicherfeld,
wobei der Speicherkanal mehrere unabhängige Teil-
kanäle (205A-205D) aufweist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Adressanschlüsse (755) in Teilsätze jeweils zur
Entgegennahme unabhängiger Spaltenadresssi-
gnale unterteilt sind, wobei die unabhängigen Spal-
tenadresssignale für jeden Teilkanal von den unab-
hängigen Spaltenadresssignalen der jeweils ande-
ren Teilkanäle unabhängig sind,
das Spaltenadressladeimpulssignal zur Steuerung
der ausgewählten Entgegennahme eines oder meh-
rerer der unabhängigen Spaltenadresssignale auf
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den Adressanschlüssen (755) eingerichtet ist,
ein Register (810) zum Speichern eines Mikroka-
chel-Freigabebits und eines ersten Teilkanalaus-
wahlbits vorhanden ist,
eine erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901A) vorhan-
den sind, die jeweils einen miteinander verbundenen
und mit dem ersten Teilkanalauswahlbit verbunde-
nen ersten Auswahlsteuereingang zur Auswahl ei-
nes von mehreren Multiplexereingängen (901A) zur
Verbindung mit einem entsprechenden Multiplexer-
ausgang (901A) aufweisen, wobei die Multiplexer-
eingänge (901A) mit dem Teilsatz der Adressan-
schlüsse (755) zur Entgegennahme der unabhängi-
gen Spaltenadressen verbunden sind, die erste Viel-
zahl von Multiplexern (901A) zur Auswahl eines oder
mehrerer der unabhängigen Spaltenadresssignale
als unabhängige Teilkanal-Spaltenadresssignale
unabhängig von den anderen Teilkanälen eingerich-
tet ist, damit jene in Antwort auf das erste Teilkanal-
auswahlbit an die entsprechenden Multiplexeraus-
gänge (901A) angelegt werden, wobei das erste Teil-
kanalauswahlbit die Teilkanäle des Speicherfelds
zuordnen kann, und
der Spaltenadressdekoder (904) mit den entspre-
chenden Ausgängen der ersten Vielzahl an Multiple-
xern (901A) verbunden ist, um in Reaktion auf ge-
meinsame Spaltenadresssignale und die unabhän-
gigen Spaltenadresssignale des Teilkanals in Ab-
hängigkeit vom Mikrokachel-Freigabebit wahlweise
auf Spalten von Speicherzellen im Speicherfeld
(801) zuzugreifen.

2. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die unabhängigen Teilkanal-Spaltenadresssi-
gnale einem vorbestimmten Speicherteilkanal der
Vielzahl an Speicherteilkanälen zugeordnet sind.

3. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901A) einge-
richtet ist, außerdem in Antwort auf das Mikrokachel-
Freigabebit den einen oder die mehreren unabhän-
gigen Spaltenadresssignale als unabhängige Teil-
kanal-Spaltenadresssignale auszuwählen.

4. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 3, wo-
bei die erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901A) einge-
richtet ist, außerdem in Antwort auf das Spalten-
adressladeimpulssignal und ein Transaktionsfreiga-
besignal das eine oder die mehreren unabhängigen
Spaltenadresssignale als unabhängige Teilkanal-
Spaltenadresssignale auszuwählen.

5. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 4, wo-
bei das Register (810) außerdem zum Speichern ei-
nes zweiten Teilkanalauswahlbits eingerichtet ist,
um die erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901A) außer-
dem in Antwort auf das zweite Teilkanalauswahlbit
eingerichtet ist, den einen oder die mehreren unab-

hängigen Spaltenadresssignale als unabhängige
Teilkanal-Spaltenadresssignale auszuwählen.

6. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern Drei-in-eins-
Multiplexer (960) darstellt, die jeweils einen mitein-
ander verbundenen und mit einem Mikrokachel-Mo-
dussignal verbundenen zweiten Auwahlsteuerein-
gang aufweisen, wobei die erste Vielzahl an Multi-
plexern (960) eingerichtet ist, außerdem in Antwort
auf das Mikrokachel-Modussignal den einen oder
die mehreren der unabhängigen Spaltenadresssi-
gnale als unabhängige Teilkanal-Spaltenadresssi-
gnale auszuwählen.

7. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 6, wo-
bei das Register (810) eingerichtet ist, außerdem ein
zweites Teilkanalauswahlbit zu speichern, und wo-
bei die integrierte Speicherschaltung außerdem eine
zwischen einen oder mehrere der Adressanschlüsse
und die erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901A) ge-
schaltete Umkehrlogik (936) beinhaltet, die einge-
richtet ist, in Antwort auf das zweite Teilkanalaus-
wahlbit wahlweise einen oder mehrere der an die
erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901A) angelegten un-
abhängigen Spaltenadresssignale zu invertieren.

8. Integrierte Speicherschaltung nach Anspruch 1, wei-
terhin aufweisend:

eine zweite Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901B), die
zwischen die erste Vielzahl an Multiplexern
(901A) und den Spaltenadressdekoder (804)
geschaltet sind und jeweils einen miteinander
verbundenen und mit einem Mikrokachel-Mo-
dussignal verbundenen zweiten Auswahlsteu-
ereingang aufweise, wobei eine erste Hälfte der
Multiplexereingänge der zweiten Vielzahl an
Multiplexern (901B) entsprechenderweise mit
den Multiplexerausgängen der ersten Vielzahl
an Multiplexern (901A) und eine zweite Hälfte
der Multiplexereingänge der zweiten Vielzahl an
Multiplexern (901B) entsprechenderweise mit
den Adressanschlüssen verbunden ist, die
zweite Vielzahl an Multiplexern (901B) einge-
richtet ist, in Antwort darauf, dass das Mikroka-
chel-Modussignal aktiv ist, die Multiplexeraus-
gänge der ersten Vielzahl an Multiplexern
(901A) zum Anlegen an entsprechende Multi-
plexerausgänge auszuwählen und in Antwort
darauf, dass das Mikrokachel-Modussignal in-
aktiv ist, die gemeinsamen Zeilenadresssignale
und gemeinsamen Spaltenadresssignale zum
Liefern an entsprechende Multiplexerausgänge
auszuwählen.
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Revendications

1. Circuit intégré de mémoire (800) comprenant un ca-
nal de mémoire destiné il être couplé à une matrice
mémoire (801), le canal de mémoire ayant une plu-
ralité de broches d’adressage (755) pour recevoir
des signaux d’adressage ligne et des signaux
d’adressage colonne, une broche de commande de
charge d’adressage colonne pour recevoir un signal
de commande de charge d’adressage colonne, et
un décodeur d’adressage colonne (804) pour accé-
der à des colonnes de cellules de mémoire dans la
matrice mémoire,
le canal de mémoire ayant une pluralité de sous-
canaux indépendants (205A-205D) ;
caractérisé par le fait que
la pluralité de broches d’adressage (755) est divisée
en sous-ensembles, chaque sous-ensemble étant
destiné à recevoir des signaux d’adressage colonne
indépendants, les signaux d’adressage colonne in-
dépendants pour chaque sous-canal étant indépen-
dants des signaux d’adressage colonne indépen-
dants pour chaque autre sous-canal ;
le signal de commande de charge d’adressage co-
lonne étant destiné à commander la réception sé-
lective d’un ou de plusieurs signaux d’adressage co-
lonne indépendants sur la pluralité de broches
d’adressage (755) ;
un registre (810) destiné à stocker un bit d’activation
de micro-mosaïque et un bit de sélection de premier
sous-canal ;
une première pluralité de multiplexeurs (901A) ayant
chacun une première entrée de commande de sé-
lection, couplés ensemble et couplés au bit de sé-
lection de premier sous-canal pour sélectionner
l’une d’une pluralité d’entrées du multiplexeur (901A)
pour se coupler à une sortie respective du multi-
plexeur (901A), la pluralité d’entrées du multiplexeur
(901A) étant couplées au sous-ensemble de la plu-
ralité de broches d’adressage (755) pour recevoir
les adressages colonne indépendants, la première
pluralité de multiplexeurs (901A) pour sélectionner
un ou plusieurs signaux d’adressage colonne indé-
pendants comme signaux d’adressage colonne de
sous-canal indépendants, indépendamment des
autres sous-canaux, à fournir sur les sorties respec-
tives du multiplexeur (901A) en réponse au bit de
sélection de premier sous-canal, où le bit de sélec-
tion de premier sous-canal doit attribuer les sous-
canaux de la matrice mémoire ; et
le décodeur (804) d’adressage colonne étant couplé
aux sorties respectives de la première pluralité de
multiplexeurs (901A), le décodeur (804) d’adressa-
ge colonne pour accéder de manière sélective à des
colonnes de cellules de mémoire dans une matrice
mémoire (801) en réponse aux signaux d’adressage
colonne partagés et aux signaux d’adressage colon-
ne de sous-canal indépendants en réponse au bit

d’activation de micro-mosaïque.

2. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 1,
dans lequel les signaux d’adressage colonne de
sous-canal indépendants sont associés à un sous-
canal de mémoire prédéterminé d’une pluralité de
sous-canaux de mémoire.

3. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 1,
dans lequel la première pluralité de multiplexeurs
(901A) est adaptée pour sélectionner l’un ou les
nombreux signaux d’adressage colonne indépen-
dants comme signaux d’adressage colonne de sous-
canal indépendants en réponse supplémentaire au
bit d’activation de micro-mosaïque.

4. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 3,
dans lequel la première pluralité de multiplexeurs
(901A) est adaptée pour sélectionner l’un ou les
nombreux signaux d’adressage colonne indépen-
dants comme signaux d’adressage colonne de sous-
canal indépendants en réponse supplémentaire au
signal de commande de charge d’adressage colon-
ne et au signal d’activation de transaction.

5. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 4,
dans lequel le registre (810) est agencé pour stocker
en outre un bit de sélection de deuxième sous-canal,
et la première pluralité de multiplexeurs (901A) est
adaptée pour sélectionner l’un ou les nombreux si-
gnaux d’adressage colonne indépendants comme
signaux d’adressage colonne de sous-canal indé-
pendants en réponse supplémentaire au bit de sé-
lection de deuxième sous-canal.

6. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 1,
dans lequel la première pluralité de multiplexeurs
sont des multiplexeurs trois-en-un (960) ayant cha-
cun une deuxième entrée de commande de sélec-
tion, couplés ensemble et à un signal de mode de
micro-mosaïque, la première pluralité de multi-
plexeurs (960) étant adaptée pour sélectionner l’un
ou les nombreux signaux d’adressage colonne in-
dépendants comme signaux d’adressage colonne
de sous-canal indépendants en réponse supplé-
mentaire au signal en mode micro-mosaïque.

7. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 6,
comprenant par ailleurs le registre (810) qui est
agencé pour stocker en outre un bit de sélection de
deuxième sous-canal, et dans lequel le circuit intégré
de mémoire comporte en outre une logique Swizzle
couplée entre une ou plusieurs de la pluralité de bro-
ches d’adressage et la première pluralité de multi-
plexeurs (901A), la logique Swizzle (936) étant adap-
tée pour inverser de manière sélective un ou plu-
sieurs signaux d’adressage colonne indépendants
couplés dans la première pluralité de multiplexeurs
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(901A) en réponse au bit de sélection de deuxième
sous-canal.

8. Circuit intégré de mémoire de la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre :

une deuxième pluralité de multiplexeurs (901B)
couplée entre la première pluralité de multi-
plexeurs (901A) et le décodeur d’adressage co-
lonne (804), chacun des multiplexeurs de la
deuxième pluralité de multiplexeurs (901B)
ayant une deuxième entrée de commande de
sélection, couplés conjointement et à un signal
en mode micro-mosaïque, une première moitié
de la pluralité d’entrées du multiplexeur de la
deuxième pluralité de multiplexeurs (901B) res-
pectivement couplée aux sorties du multiplexeur
de la première pluralité de multiplexeurs (901A)
et une deuxième moitié de la pluralité d’entrées
du multiplexeur de la deuxième pluralité de mul-
tiplexeurs (901B) couplée respectivement à la
pluralité de broches d’adressage, la deuxième
pluralité de multiplexeurs (901B) étant adaptée
pour sélectionner les sorties du multiplexeur de
la première pluralité de multiplexeurs (901A) à
fournir sur des sorties respectives du multi-
plexeur en réponse au signal en mode micro-
mosaïque qui est actif et pour sélectionner les
signaux d’adressage ligne partagés et les si-
gnaux d’adressage colonne partagés à fournir
sur les sorties respectives du multiplexeur en
réponse au signal en mode micro-mosaïque qui
est inactif.
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